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Abstract
We present a new method to prove transversality for holomorphic
curves in symplectic manifolds, and show how it leads to a definition
of genus zero Gromov-Witten invariants. The main idea is to introduce
additional marked points that are mapped to a symplectic hypersurface
of high degree in order to stabilize the domains of holomorphic maps.
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1 Introduction
Donaldson’s construction of symplectic hypersurfaces [4] and its extensions lead
to a new method to prove transversality for holomorphic curves in symplectic
manifolds. In this paper, we illustrate this method for holomorphic spheres in
closed symplectic manifolds, and show how it leads to a definition of genus zero
Gromov-Witten invariants.
The transversality question in Gromov-Witten theory has previously been dis-
cussed by many authors, see e.g. [12, 17, 18, 21, 23, 20] and further references
therein. Transversality for J-holomorphic disks with Lagrangian boundary con-
ditions is discussed in [11]. A very general approach to transversality is being
developed by Hofer, Wysocki and Zehnder [14]. Their “polyfold Fredholm the-
ory” provides a framework to study transversality for solution spaces of elliptic
PDEs, which may have applications far beyond symplectic geometry. By con-
trast our approach, being specifically designed for holomorphic curves, appears
to be much simpler in this case. In particular, we use only standard tools from
functional analysis and our moduli spaces (in the genus zero case) are smooth
finite-dimensional manifolds.
We now state our results. Consider a closed symplectic manifold (X2n, ω) of di-
mension 2n such that ω represents an integral cohomology class [ω] ∈ H2(X ;Z).
Let J be an almost complex structure tamed by ω, i.e. ω(v, Jv) > 0 for all tan-
gent vectors v. Our construction uses as auxiliary datum a hypersurface (i.e. a
closed codimension two submanifold) Y ⊂ X , representing the homology class
Poincare´ dual to D[ω] for some degree D ∈ N, whose Ka¨hler angle (see Sec-
tion 8) with respect to (ω, J) satisfies θ(Y ;ω, J) < θ3. Here 0 < θ3 < θ1 < 1
are universal constants depending only on the dimension. In particular, the
hypersurface Y is symplectic. By a result of Donaldson [4], for a given J such
a hypersurface Y exists for each sufficiently large D ∈ N. We will refer to such
(J, Y ) as a Donaldson pair if in addition D ≥ D∗(X,ω, J) for a suitable positive
constant D∗ depending on (X,ω, J) (see Definition 9.2).
Given a Donaldson pair (J, Y ), we denote by J (X,Y ; J, θ1) the space of ω-tamed
almost complex structures on X which leave TY invariant and are θ1-close to
J in the C0-norm. For ℓ ≥ 3 we define a class
Jℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) ⊂ C
∞
(
M¯ℓ+1,J (X,Y ; J, θ1)
)
of almost complex structures depending smoothly on points in the Deligne-
Mumford space M¯ℓ+1 of stable genus zero curves with ℓ + 1 marked points
z0, . . . , zℓ. Moreover, we require elements in Jℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) to be coherent
under gluing of strata in M¯ℓ+1, see Section 3 for the precise definition.
Via the canonical projection π : M¯ℓ+1 → M¯ℓ forgetting the marked point z0, we
think of K ∈ Jℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) as a collection of almost complex structuresKz ∈
J (X,Y ; J, θ1), parametrized by z ∈ M¯ℓ, depending smoothly on z0 thought
of as a point on the nodal Riemann surface π−1(z) defined by z. To J ∈
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Jℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) and a stable map (z, f) with ℓ marked points we associate
the (0, 1)-form ∂¯Kst(z)f , where st(z) ∈ M¯ℓ is the stabilization of the underlying
nodal curve z. We call (z, f) K-holomorphic if ∂¯Kst(z)f = 0.
Denote by c1 the first Chern class of X . For a homology class A ∈ H2(X ;Z)
set ℓ := Dω(A). In addition, fix an integer k ≥ 0. Every K ∈ Jℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1)
induces elements π∗ℓK ∈ Jℓ+k+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) by composition with the map πℓ :
M¯k+ℓ+1 → M¯ℓ+1 that forgets the first k marked points (and stabilizes). Using
this, we define the moduli space Mk+ℓ(A,K;Y ) of (smooth) π∗ℓK-holomorphic
spheres in the class A with k+ ℓ marked points and mapping the last ℓ marked
points to Y .
More generally, for a (k+ℓ)-labelled tree T (see Section 2) denote byMT (A,K;Y )
the space of stable K-holomorphic spheres, modelled over T and mapping the
last ℓ marked points to Y . We will assume that every ghost tree, i.e. a maximal
subtree T ′ ⊂ T corresponding to components of the nodal surface on which the
map f is constant, contains at most one of the last ℓ marked points. Our first
result is
Theorem 1.1. Let (X,ω) be a closed symplectic manifold such that [ω] ∈
H2(X ;Z). Then for every Donaldson pair (J, Y ) of degree D ≥ D∗(X,ω, J)
there exist nonempty sets J regℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) ⊂ Jℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1), ℓ ≥ 3, such
that for K ∈ J regℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) the following holds: Let A ∈ H2(X ;Z) be a ho-
mology class with ℓ = Dω(A). For k ≥ 0 let T be a (k + ℓ)-labelled tree with
e(T ) edges such that every ghost tree contains at most one of the last ℓ marked
points. Then the moduli space MT (A,K;Y ) of stable K-holomorphic spheres
in the class A, modelled over T and mapping the last ℓ marked points to Y , is
a smooth manifold of real dimension
dimRMT (A,K;Y ) = 2
(
n− 3 + k + c1(A)− e(T )
)
.
To interpret this result, recall from [20] the definition of a pseudocycle. We say
that a subset Ω ⊂ X of a manifoldX has dimension at most d if Ω is contained in
the image of a smooth map g : N → X from a manifold of dimension dimN ≤ d.
A smooth map f : M → X from an oriented d-manifold M to a manifold X is
called d-dimensional pseudocycle if f(M) has compact closure and its ”omega
limit set”
Ωf :=
⋂
K⊂M compact
f(M \K)
has dimension at most d − 2. Thus intuitively, f(M) can be compactified by
adding strata of codimension at least 2.
Our second result, proved in Section 9, will be a consequence of Theorem 1.1
and an appropriate version of Gromov compactness.
Theorem 1.2. In the notation of Theorem 1.1, for every k ≥ 1 the evaluation
map at the first k points
evk :Mk+ℓ(A,K;Y ) 7→ X
k
3
represents a pseudocycle evk(J, Y ;K) of dimension
2d := 2
(
n− 3 + k + c1(A)
)
.
The third result concerns the dependence of this pseudocycle on the auxiliary
data (J, Y ;K). Two pseudocycles fi : Mi → X , i = 0, 1 are called cobordant
if there exists a smooth map F : W → X from an oriented (d + 1)-manifold
W with boundary ∂W = M1 −M0 such that F |Mi = fi and dimΩF ≤ d − 1.
Let a rational pseudocycle be a pseudocycle multiplied with a positive rational
weight. For pseudocycles f0, f1 we say that f0 and ℓf1 are equal as currents if
there exists a covering map φ :M0 →M1 of degree ℓ such that f0 = f1 ◦ φ. We
denote by rational cobordism the equivalence relation on rational pseudocycles
generated by equality as currents and cobordism of pseudocycles.
The following result, proved in Section 10, will be a consequence of the asymp-
totic uniqueness [2] of Donaldson hypersurfaces.
Theorem 1.3. Up to rational cobordism, the rational pseudocycle 1ℓ!ev
k(J, Y ;K)
in Theorem 1.2 does not depend on the choice of the auxiliary data (J, Y ;K).
Following the strategy of [20], Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 allow us to define Gromov-
Witten invariants for arbitrary closed symplectic manifolds (X,ω) as follows.
Let A ∈ H2(X ;Z) and let α1, . . . , αk be non-torsion integral cohomology classes
on X of total degree
k∑
i=1
deg(αi) = 2d = 2n− 6 + 2k + 2c1(A).
Represent the Poincare´ dual of π∗1α1 ∪ · · · ∪ π
∗
kαk ∈ H
∗(Xk) by a cycle a
in Xk that is strongly transverse in the sense of [20] to the evaluation map
evk(J, Y ;K) : Mk+ℓ(A, J ;Y ) 7→ Xk from Theorem 1.2. Define the Gromov-
Witten invariant of holomorphic spheres passing through cycles dual to α1,. . .,αk
as the intersection number
GWA(α1, . . . , αk) :=
1
ℓ!
evk(J, Y ;K) · a ∈ Q,
with ℓ = Dω(A) as in Theorem 1.1. In view of Theorem 1.3, this number does
not depend on the choice of (J, Y ;K) and by Theorem 1.2 not on the choice of
a.
Remark 1.4. The method described in this paper is applicable to prove transver-
sality for more general holomorphic curves. The extension to genus zero holo-
morphic curves with boundary on a Lagrangian submanifold as in Floer ho-
mology [11] relies on the existence of approximately holomorphic hypersurfaces
in the complement of a Lagrangian submanifold due to Auroux, Gayet and
Mohsen [3], and the extension to genus zero holomorphic curves with punctures
asymptotic to closed Reeb orbits as in symplectic field theory [8] is based on the
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existence of contact open books due to Giroux [13]. Both cases also require good
descriptions of the relevant Deligne-Mumford spaces of stable genus zero curves
(in the spirit of Section 3): curves with marked points and boundary in the first
case, and curves with marked points and directions at the marked points in the
second case. Note that in both cases the moduli spaces have codimension one
boundary, so one needs to prove appropriate gluing results. These extensions
may be treated in subsequent papers.
Remark 1.5. This paper is clearly related to the work of Ionel and Parker on
relative Gromov-Witten invariants [15, 16]. Indeed, moduli spaces of holomor-
phic curves with tangency conditions to one or more symplectic hypersurfaces
are the central objects of study in their as well as our work. However, the
motivations and goals are very different. In particular, we do not define rel-
ative Gromov-Witten invariants (although this should be possible using the
techniques developed in this paper).
Remark 1.6. One may wonder how the Gromov-Witten invariants defined in
this paper are related to other definitions. First, we claim that if the symplectic
manifold (X,ω) is semipositive in the sense of McDuff and Salamon [20], then
our definition agrees with the one given in [20]. This essentially follows from the
fact that in that case we can choose our perturbation K domain-independent.
On the other hand, the comparison of our definition with ones involving abstract
perturbations and virtual moduli cycles as in [12, 17, 18, 21, 23] lies beyong the
scope of this paper, whose purpose is exactly to avoid abstract perturbations.
However, taking virtual moduli cycles for granted, our invariant seems to coin-
cide with the relative Gromov-Witten invariant in [15], which in turn equals the
absolute Gromov-Witten invariant according to Proposition 14.9 in [16].
Acknowledgements. The ideas for this paper emerged in discussions with
Y. Eliashberg back in 2000. Over the subsequent years we benefited from dis-
cussions with many people including D. Auroux, D. McDuff, O. Fabert, E. Ionel,
J. Latschev, D. Salamon, and C. Stamm. Finally, we thank the referee for point-
ing out several gaps and errors in earlier versions.
2 Nodal curves
In this section we describe the space M¯k of stable curves of genus zero with k
marked points. We adopt the approach and notation of [20].
A k-labelled tree is a triple T = (T,E,Λ), where (T,E) is a (connected) tree
with set of vertices T and edge relation E ⊂ T × T , and Λ = {Λα}α∈T is a
decomposition of the index set {1, . . . , k} = ∐α∈TΛα. We write αEβ if (α, β) ∈
E. Note that the labelling Λ defines a unique map {1, . . . , k} → T , i 7→ αi by
the requirement i ∈ Λαi . Let
e(T ) = |T | − 1
be the number of edges. A tree homomorphism τ : T → T˜ is a map which
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collapses some subtrees of T to vertices of T˜ (cf. [20]). A tree homomorphism
τ is called tree isomorphism if it is bijective and τ−1 is a tree homomorphism.
A tree T is called stable if for each α ∈ T ,
nα := #Λα +#{β | αEβ} ≥ 3.
Note that for k < 3 every k-labelled tree is unstable. For k ≥ 3, a k-labelled
tree T can be stabilized in a canonical way to a stable k-labelled tree st(T ) by
deleting the vertices with nα < 3 and modifying the edges in the obvious way
(cf. [20]).
A nodal curve of genus zero with k marked points modelled over the tree T =
(T,E,Λ) is a tuple
z = ({zαβ}αEβ, {zi}1≤i≤k)
of points zαβ, zi ∈ S2 such that for each α ∈ T the special points
SPα := {zαβ | αEβ} ∪ {zi | αi = α}
are pairwise distinct. For α ∈ T and i ∈ {1, ..., k} denote by zαi either the point
zi if i ∈ Λα or the point zαβ1 if zi ∈ Λβr and (α, β1), (β1, β2), ..., (βr−1, βr) ∈ E.
Note that nα = #SPα. We associate to z the nodal Riemann surface
Σz :=
∐
α∈T
Sα
/
zαβ ∼ zβα,
obtained by gluing a collection of standard spheres {Sα}α∈T at the points zαβ
for αEβ, with marked points zi ∈ Sαi , i = 1, . . . , k. Note that z can be uniquely
recovered from Σz, so we will sometimes not distinguish between the two. A
nodal curve z is called stable if the underlying tree is stable, i.e., every sphere
Sα carries at least 3 special points. Stabilization of trees induces a canonical
stabilization of nodal curves z 7→ st(z).
We will usually omit the genus zero from the notation. Denote the space of all
nodal curves (of genus zero) with k marked points modelled over T by
M˜T ⊂ (S
2)E × (S2)k.
Note that this is an open subset of the product of spheres. A morphism between
nodal curves z, z˜ modelled over trees T, T˜ is a tuple
φ = (τ, {φα}α∈T ),
where τ : T → T˜ is a tree homomorphism and φα : S2 ∼= Sα → Sτ(α) ∼= S
2 are
(possibly constant) holomorphic maps such that
z˜τ(α)τ(β) = φα(zαβ) if τ(α) 6= τ(β),
φα(zαβ) = φβ(zβα) if τ(α) = τ(β),
α˜i = τ(αi), z˜i = φαi(zi)
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for i = 1, . . . , k and αEβ. A morphism φ : z→ z˜ induces a natural holomorphic
map Σz → Σz˜ (i.e., a continuous map that is holomorphic on each component
Sα). A morphism (τ, {φα}) is called isomorphism if τ is a tree isomorphism and
each φα is biholomorphic.
Isomorphisms from z to itself are called automorphisms. If z is stable its only
automorphism is the identity (see [20], discussion after Definition D.3.4). Thus
for a stable tree T we have a free and proper holomorphic action
GT × M˜T → M˜T
of the group GT of isomorphisms fixing T .
Remark 2.1. Properness follows directly from the characterization of sequences
of Mo¨bius transforms which do not have a uniformly convergent subsequence
in [20], Lemma D.1.2. Indeed, if zν → z and φν(zν) → z′ in M˜T as ν → ∞
and {φν} has no uniformly convergent subsequence in GT , then there is an
α ∈ T and a subsequence φν
′
which converges to the constant map Sα → {y}
on compact subsets of Sα\{x} for some points x, y ∈ Sα. In particular, the limit
of the sets {φν
′
α (z
ν′
i ), φ
ν′
α (z
ν′
αβ) | zi ∈ Λα, αEβ} consists of at most two points,
contradicting φν(zν)→ z′ and the stability of z′.
Hence the quotient
MT := M˜T /GT
is a complex manifold of dimension
dimCMT = k + 2e(T )− 3|T | = k − 3− e(T ).
For k ≥ 3, denote by Mk = M˜k/G the moduli space of stable curves modelled
over the k-labelled tree with one vertex. As a set, the Deligne-Mumford space
(of genus zero) with k marked points is given by
M¯k :=
∐
T
MT ,
where the union is taken over the (finitely many) isomorphism classes of stable
k-labelled trees. However, M¯k is equipped with the topology of Gromov conver-
gence which makes it a compact connected metrizable space (see [20]). As the
notation suggests, M¯k is the compactification of Mk in the Gromov topology.
For a stable k-labelled tree T , the closure of MT in M¯k is given by
M¯T =
∐
T˜
MT˜ ,
where the union is taken over all isomorphism classes of stable k-labelled trees
T˜ for which there exists a surjective tree homomorphism τ : T˜ → T with
τ(α˜i) = αi for i = 1, . . . , k.
We have the following result of Knudsen (cf. [20]).
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Theorem 2.2. For k ≥ 3, the Deligne-Mumford space M¯k is a compact complex
manifold of dimension dimC M¯k = k − 3. Moreover, for each stable k-labelled
tree T , the space M¯T ⊂ M¯k is a compact complex submanifold of codimension
codimCM¯T = e(T ).
Remark 2.3. In this paper we do not use the complex structure on M¯k, but
only its structure as a smooth manifold.
We have a canonical projection π : M¯k+1 → M¯k by forgetting the (k + 1)-st
marked point and stabilizing. The map π is holomorphic and the fibre π−1([z])
is naturally biholomorphic to Σz. The projection π : M¯k+1 → M¯k is called the
universal curve.
Lemma 2.4. For [z] ∈ M¯k, every component Sα of Σz ∼= π−1([z]) is an em-
bedded holomorphic sphere in M¯k+1.
Proof. This follows from the construction of coordinate charts on M¯k+1 in terms
of cross ratios in [20] and the fact that any nonconstant cross ratio maps Sα
biholomorphically onto CP 1.
The following two lemmas follow directly from the construction of the stabiliza-
tion.
Lemma 2.5. Let z be a nodal curve modelled over the tree T and st(z) its
stabilization. Then the stabilization map induces a morphism
st = (τ, {φα}α∈T ) : Σz 7→ Σst(z)
with the following property: There exists a collection of subtrees T ′ ⊂ T such
that φα is constant for α ∈ T
′ and biholomorphic otherwise. Moreover, each
sphere Sα with α /∈ T ′ carries at least 3 special points.
Lemma 2.6. The projection πℓ := π ◦ · · · ◦ π : M¯k+ℓ → M¯ℓ induces for each
[z] ∈ M¯k+ℓ and [z˜] := πℓ[z] a morphism
πℓ = (τ, {φα}α∈T ) : Σz 7→ Σz˜
with the following property: There exists a collection of subtrees T ′ ⊂ T such
that φα is constant for α ∈ T
′ and biholomorphic otherwise.
3 Coherent almost complex structures
Coherent maps. Now we consider the Deligne-Mumford space M¯k+1 with
k+1 marked points z0, . . . , zk. In the following discussion, the point z0 plays a
special role (it will be the variable for holomorphic maps in later sections).
Given a stable (k + 1)-labelled tree T , we define an equivalence relation on
{0, . . . , k} by i ∼ j iff zα0i = zα0j . The equivalence classes yield a decomposition
{0, . . . , k} = I0 ∪ · · · ∪ Iℓ.
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Note that the marked points on Sα0 correspond to equivalence classes consisting
of one element; in particular, we may put I0 := {0}. Stability implies ℓ + 1 =
nα0 ≥ 3. Conversely, we call a decomposition I = (I0, . . . , Iℓ) of {0, . . . , k}
stable if I0 = {0} and |I| := ℓ + 1 ≥ 3. We will always order the Ij such that
the integers ij := min{i | i ∈ Ij} satisfy
0 = i0 < i1 < · · · < iℓ.
Denote byMI =M(I0,...,Iℓ) ⊂ M¯k+1 the union over those stable trees that give
rise to the stable decomposition I = (I0, . . . , Iℓ). The MI are submanifolds of
M¯k+1 with
M¯k+1 =
⋃
I
MI,
and the closure ofMJ is a union of certain strataMI with |I| ≤ |J|. The above
ordering of the Ij determines a projection
pI :MI →M|I|,
sending a stable curve z to the special points on the component Sα0 .
Definition 3.1. Let Z be a Banach space and k ≥ 3. We call a continuous
map F : M¯k+1 → Z coherent if it satisfies the following two conditions:
(a) F ≡ 0 in a neighbourhood of those MI with |I| = 3.
(b) For every stable decomposition I with |I| ≥ 4 there exists a smooth map
FI :M|I| → Z such that
F |MI = FI ◦ pI :MI → Z.
More generally, let Z∗ ⊂ Z be an open neighbourhood of 0 and let I be a collec-
tion of stable decompositions. Then we call a continuous map F : ∪I∈IMI → Z∗
coherent if it satisfies conditions (a) and (b) and in addition
(c) The image of F is contractible in Z∗.
We denote the space of coherent maps from M¯k+1 to Z resp. ∪I∈IMI → Z
∗ by
Coh(M¯k+1, Z) resp. Coh(∪I∈IMI, Z
∗).
It is equipped with the C0-topology on M¯k+1 and the C∞-topology on each
MI via the projection pI.
Remark 3.2. Condition (a) ensures that almost complex structures which de-
pend in a coherent way on the domain will coincide with a structure which is
independent of the domain near double points. It is included to keep the anal-
ysis of gluing holomorphic curves as simple as possible (although gluing is not
studied in this paper).
Our constructions of coherent maps will be based on the following
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Proposition 3.3. Let Z be a Banach space and k ≥ 3. For each stable decom-
position I with |I| ≥ 4 fix an open subset UI ⊂M|I| with compact closure. Then
there exist continuous linear extension maps
EI : C
∞
0 (UI, Z)→ Coh(M¯k+1, Z)
such that
(EIξ)|MI = ξ ◦ pI
for every ξ ∈ C∞0 (UI, Z). Moreover, the extension operators can be chosen
such that EIξ and EJη have disjoint supports for all ξ ∈ C∞0 (UI, Z) and η ∈
C∞0 (UJ, Z) with I 6= J. If Z
∗ ⊂ Z is open and star-shaped with respect to the
origin, then EI maps C
∞
0 (UI, Z
∗) to Coh(M¯k+1, Z∗).
The proof of Proposition 3.3 will be given below. We first give a reformulation
of the coherency condition.
Cross ratios. For pairwise distinct points z0, z1, z2, z3 ∈ S2 = C ∪ {∞} we
have their cross ratio
w(z0, z1, z2, z3) :=
(z1 − z2)(z3 − z0)
(z0 − z1)(z2 − z3)
∈ S2 \ {0, 1,∞}.
It extends to the cases where two (but no three) of the zi are equal with the
values 0, 1,∞. For 0 ≤ i < j < m < n ≤ k define cross ratios wijmn(z) :=
w(zi, zj, zm, zn) on Mk+1. We will need the following two facts, of which the
first one is obvious and the second and third ones are proved in [20].
Fact 1. The cross ratios w0,1,2,j with 3 ≤ j ≤ k define an embedding
φk+1 :Mk+1 →֒ (S
2)k−2.
Fact 2. Each cross ratio wijmn, 0 ≤ i < j < m < n ≤ k, extends to a
continuous function wijmn : M¯k+1 → S2; on a stable curve z modelled over
a tree T it is given by wijmn(z) := w(zαi, zαj, zαm, zαn), where α ∈ T is the
unique vertex for which no three of the points zαi, zαj , zαm, zαn are equal.
Fact 3. M¯k+1 \ Mk+1 is precisely the locus where some cross ratio w0ijm,
1 ≤ i < j < m ≤ k, takes values in {0, 1,∞}.
Remark 3.4. In fact, it is shown in [20] that the cross ratios wijmn for 0 ≤ i <
j < m < n ≤ k define an embedding M¯k+1 →֒ (S2)(
k+1
4 ). But we will not use
this result in this paper.
Let I = (I0, . . . , Iℓ) be a stable decomposition. Recall that i, j are equivalent iff
they belong to the same Ia for some 1 ≤ a ≤ ℓ. We say that with respect to the
decomposition I a triple (i, j,m) with 1 ≤ i < j < m ≤ k is of
• type I: if i, j,m are pairwise nonequivalent;
• type II: if exactly two of the i, j,m are equivalent;
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• type III: if i, j,m are all equivalent.
We define the type of a cross ratio w0,i,j,m as the type of the triple (i, j,m). For
two stable decompositions I,J we say that J is a refinement of I if J-equivalence
implies I-equivalence, in other words every Jb is contained in some Ia. Note that
J is a refinement of I if and only if MI ⊂ M¯J.
Lemma 3.5. (a) The type of a triple (i, j,m) does not decrease in the Gromov
limit on M¯k+1.
(b) A map F : Mk+1 → Z satisfies condition (b) in Definition 3.1 if and
only if F |MI is a smooth function of the type I cross ratios for every stable
decomposition I.
(c) For stable decompositions I 6= J such that J is a refinement of I there exists
a cross ratio that is of type I for J and type II for I.
(d) For stable decompositions I 6= J such that J is not a refinement of I and
|I| ≥ 4 there exists a cross ratio that is of type I for I and type II for J.
Proof. (a) follows immediately from the definition Gromov compactness, see [20].
For (b) first suppose that F satisfies condition (b) in Definition 3.1 and I is a
stable decomposition with |I| = ℓ + 1 ≥ 4, so F |MI = FI ◦ pI : MI → Z for a
smooth map FI : Mℓ+1 → Z. Denote points in Mℓ+1 by (z0, . . . , zℓ). In view
of Fact 1 above, FI can be uniquely written as a smooth function of the cross
ratios w0,1,2,j with 3 ≤ j ≤ ℓ. By definition of pI this means that F |MI is a
smooth function of the type I cross ratios wi0,i1,i2,ij , where ij is the minimal
element in Ij . The converse follows similarly.
For (c) pick indices i 6= j that are equivalent for I and not equivalent for J.
Let m be an index which is not equivalent to 0 or i for I. Then the cross ratio
w0,i,j,m is of type I for J and type II for I.
For (d) pick a Ja that is not contained in any Ib. Write I = (I0, . . . , Iℓ) with
ℓ ≥ 3. Set B := {b ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} | Ja ∩ Ib 6= ∅} and denote by {Ja ∩ Ib}b∈B
the induced decomposition of Ja. Note that |B| ≥ 2. Now we distinguish two
cases. If B 6= {1, . . . , ℓ} pick d ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} \ B and b, c ∈ B with b 6= c, and
pick m ∈ Id, i ∈ Ja ∩ Ib and j ∈ Ja ∩ Ic. If B = {1, . . . , ℓ} pick pairwise distinct
b, c, d ∈ B such that Id is not contained in Ja (this is possible since ℓ ≥ 3 and
|J| ≥ 3), and pick m ∈ Id \ Ja, i ∈ Ja ∩ Ib and j ∈ Ja ∩ Ic. In both cases the
cross ratio w0,i,j,m is of type I for I and type II for J (with i ∼ j).
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Fix a union W of three disjoint disks around 0, 1,∞
in S2 and a cutoff function χ : S2 → [0, 1] with support in W which equals 1
near 0, 1,∞. In view of Fact 3 above, we can (and will) choose W disjoint from
the compact sets w0,i,j,m(U¯I) for all type I cross ratios w0,i,j,m, 1 ≤ i, j,m ≤ |I|
associated to stable decompositions I.
For 3 ≤ ℓ ≤ k denote by φℓ+1 : Mℓ+1 →֒ (S
2)ℓ−2 the embedding given by the
cross ratios w0,1,2,j with 3 ≤ j ≤ ℓ (see Fact 1 above). In view of Fact 2 above,
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each stable decomposition I = (I0, . . . , Iℓ) induces a continuous map
φI : M¯k+1 →֒ (S
2)ℓ−2
given by the cross ratios w0,i1,i2,ij with 3 ≤ j ≤ ℓ. By construction we have
φI|MI = φℓ+1 ◦ pI and φℓ+1(U¯I) ⊂ (S
2 \W )ℓ−2. The situation is summarized
in the following diagram, where the first vertical arrow is the inclusion and the
second one an embedding:
M¯k+1
φI
−−−−→ (S2)ℓ−2 ⊃ (S2 \W )ℓ−2x xφℓ+1
MI
pI
−−−−→ M|I| ⊃ U¯I
Composition yields a continuous linear embedding
C∞0 (UI)→ C
0
0 (M¯k+1), ξ 7→ ξ ◦ φ
−1
ℓ+1 ◦ φI
satisfying ξ ◦ φ−1ℓ+1 ◦ φI|MI = ξ ◦ pI. Define a continuous linear extension map
EI : C
∞
0 (UI, Z)→ C
0(M¯k+1, Z) by
EIξ :=

 ∏
(i,j,m) type II
with respect to I
χ ◦ w0,i,j,m

 · ξ ◦ φ−1ℓ+1 ◦ φI.
By construction, it satisfies
(EIξ)|MI = ξ ◦ φ
−1
ℓ+1 ◦ φI = ξ ◦ pI,
so this restriction is continuous with respect to the C∞-topology via pI. More-
over, EIξ vanishes on the locus where some type I cross ratio with respect to
W takes values in W , so we could also write it as
EIξ =

 ∏
(i,j,m) type II
with respect to I
χ ◦ w0,i,j,m

·

 ∏
(i,j,m) type I
with respect to I
(1− χ) ◦ w0,i,j,m

·ξ◦φ−1ℓ+1◦φI.
Consider now a stable decomposition J 6= I. Suppose first that J is not a
refinement of I. By Lemma 3.5 (d) there exists a cross ratio w0,i,j,k that is
of type I for I and type II for J. It follows that w0,i,j,k ∈ {0, 1,∞} on MJ,
so by the preceding discussion EIξ vanishes on MJ. Next suppose that J is a
refinement of I, i.e. MI ⊂ M¯J. Note that EIξ depends only on cross ratios of
types I and II with respect to I. By Lemma 3.5 (a), these cross ratios do not
become type III with respect to J, so EIξ|MJ is a smooth function of type I and
II cross ratios with respect to J. But type II cross ratios are constant on MJ,
so EIξ|MJ is a function of type I cross ratios and thus coherent by Lemma 3.5
(b).
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Next consider ξ ∈ C∞0 (UI, Z) and η ∈ C
∞
0 (UJ, Z) with I 6= J. Suppose first
that J is not a refinement of I. By Lemma 3.5 (d) there exists a cross ratio
w0,i,j,k that is of type I for I and type II for J. By construction, the support
of EJη is contained in the set w
−1
0,i,j,m(W ) and EIξ vanishes on this set, so EIξ
and EJη have disjoint support. Next suppose that J is a refinement of I By
Lemma 3.5 (c) there exists a cross ratio w0,i,j,m that is of type I for J and type
II for I. By construction, the support of EIξ is contained in the set w
−1
0,i,j,m(W )
and EJη vanishes on this set, so again this shows that EIξ and EJη have disjoint
support.
Finally, the formula for the extension operator EI in terms of cutoff functions
shows that it preserves a star-shaped set Z∗. This concludes the proof of Propo-
sition 3.3.
Next we discuss coherent maps on certain subsets of M¯k+1. Denote by π :
M¯k+1 → M¯k the projection forgetting the marked point z0. Let T be a stable
k-labelled tree and S ⊂ T any subset. Denote by π−1M¯S ⊂ π−1M¯T ⊂ M¯k+1
the closure of the subset of π−1M¯T where the point z0 lies on a component
belonging to S. Then
π−1M¯T = ∪I∈ITMI, π
−1M¯S = ∪I∈ISMI
for suitable collections IS ⊂ IT of stable decompositions, so we can speak of
coherent maps on these sets. Clearly, restriction defines a continuous linear map
RS : Coh(M¯k+1, Z)→ Coh(π
−1M¯S , Z).
Proposition 3.6. For every stable k-labelled tree T and subset S ⊂ T there
exists a continuous linear extension map
ES : Coh(π
−1M¯S , Z)→ Coh(M¯k+1, Z)
such that
RS ◦ ES = 1l.
Moreover, the extension operator can be chosen such that its image consists
of maps with support in a small neighbourhood of π−1M¯S and vanishes on
π−1M¯T \π−1M¯S. If Z∗ ⊂ Z is open and star-shaped with respect to the origin,
then the extension operator preserves maps with values in Z∗.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the one of Proposition 3.3, so we only indicate
the necessary modifications. First note that the vanishing on π−1M¯T \π−1M¯S
allows us to extend the restrictions to vertices α ∈ S one at a time, so it suffices
to consider the case that S = {α} consists of a single vertex α ∈ T . Let Iα
be the stable decomposition corresponding to the (k+1)-labelled tree obtained
from T by adding the point z0 on the vertex α. Then any ξ ∈ Coh(π−1M¯{α}, Z)
can be written as a unique function of suitable type I cross ratios with respect
to Iα and we denote its canonical extension to M¯k+1 by the same letter.
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Consider a vertex β ∈ T with β 6= α. Fix anm ∈ {1, . . . , k} with zβm 6= zβα and
consider all pairs of i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that zαi, zαj, zαm are pairwise distinct.
Then all the corresponding cross ratios w0,i,j,m vanish on π
−1M¯{β}. On the
other hand, the locus in π−1M¯{α} where all these w0,i,j,m vanish corresponds to
configurations where z0 belongs to a new component γ with precisely 3 special
points z0, zγα, zγβ, on which ξ vanishes by property (a) in Definition 3.1. This
proves that the extended function ξ vanishes on π−1M¯T \π−1M¯{α}. Now as in
the proof of Proposition 3.3 we multiply ξ by cutoff functions of the type II cross
ratios with respect to Iα to obtain the desired extension operator ξ 7→ ESξ.
Corollary 3.7. For every stable k-labelled tree T and subset S ⊂ T the preimage
of a Baire set (countable intersection of open dense sets) under the restriction
map RS : Coh(M¯k+1, Z)→ Coh(π−1M¯S , Z) is again a Baire set.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.6 and the following general fact: If f :
X → Y and is a continuous map with continuous right inverse g : Y → X , then
preimages of Baire sets under f are Baire sets. Indeed, since preimages of open
sets are open by continuity, we only need to show that the preimage of a dense
set A ⊂ Y is dense in X . So let U ⊂ X be open. Then f(U) = g−1(U) is open,
thus A∩ f(U) is nonempty, and surjectivity of f implies that f−1
(
A∩ f(U)
)
=
f−1(A) ∩ U is also nonempty.
Remark 3.8 (Collapsing subtrees). We will apply the Corollary 3.7 in the fol-
lowing situation. Let T be a stable k-labelled tree and T ′ ⊂ T a subtree. Let T¯
be a k¯-labelled tree obtained by removing all but one of the marked points on
T ′ and stabilizing. Let π : M¯k+1 → M¯k and π¯ : M¯k¯+1 → M¯k¯ denote the two
projections. Then each F ∈ Coh(π−1M¯T , Z) induces an F¯ ∈ Coh(π¯−1M¯T¯ , Z)
which equals the restriction of F on π−1M¯T\T ′ and zero on π
−1M¯T ′ . This
defines a coherent map F¯ due to condition (a) of Definition 3.1.
Almost complex structures. For a symplectic vector space (V, ω), denote
by J(V, ω) the space of ω-tamed complex structures, i.e., endomorphisms J :
V → V such that J2 = −1l and ω(v, Jv) > 0 for all vectors v. We equip V with
a euclidean structure g. Then the space J(V, ω) is a Riemannian manifold with
tangent space
TJJ(V, ω) = {Y ∈ End(V ) | JY J = Y }.
and metric given by trace(Y tY ) for instance. The exponential map defines a
diffeomorphism
expJ : B(0, ρ(g, J)) ⊂ TJJ(V, ω) −→ J(V, ω)
from the open ball of radius ρ(g, J) > 0 which continuously depends on g and
J .
Following [9], for a vector bundle E → X over a closed manifold X we denote
the space of Floer’s Cε-sections in E by
Cε(X,E) := {s ∈ Ω(X,E) |
∞∑
i=1
εi‖s‖Ci <∞}.
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Here ε = (εi)i∈N is a fixed sequence of positive numbers and ‖ ‖Ci is the C
i-
norm with respect to some connection on E. It is shown in Lemma 5.1 of [9]
that if the εi converge sufficiently fast to zero, then C
ε(X,E) is a Banach space
consisting of smooth sections and containing sections with support in arbitrarily
small sets in X .
Now let (X,ω) be a closed symplectic manifold. Fix a tamed almost complex
structure J0 on (X,ω), i.e. a smooth section in the bundle J(TX, ω)→ X with
fibres J(TxX,ωx). Define a Riemannian metric on X via
g(v, w) := ω(v, Jw) + ω(w, Jv).
Let TJ0J(TX, ω) → X be the vector bundle with fibres TJ0(x)J(TxX,ωx) and
set
TJ0J := C
ε
(
X,TJ0J(TX, ω)
)
,
J := J (X,ω) := expJ0(B)
where B := {Y ∈ TJ0J | Y (x) ∈ B(0, ρ(g(x), J0(x)))}. Thus J is the space
of tamed almost complex structures of (X,ω) that are of class Cε over J0 via
expJ0 . We think of J as a Banach manifold with a single chart expJ0 .
Remark 3.9. We cannot replace the space Cε by C∞ because the latter one is
not a Banach space and we need to apply the implicit function theorem below.
However, we could replace Cε by CN for sufficiently large N (which amounts
to choosing εi = 0 for i > N); then the moduli spaces of holomorphic spheres
would not be smooth but of class CN as well, which suffices for the definition
of Gromov-Witten invariants.
More generally, let P be any manifold. A tamed almost complex structure on
(X,ω) parametrized by P is a smooth section in the pullback bundle J(TX, ω)→
P ×X . Fix J0 as above. Let TJ0JP (TX, ω)→ P ×X be the vector bundle with
fibres TJ0(p,x)J(TxX,ωx) and set
TJ0JP := C
ε
(
P ×X,TJ0JP (TX, ω)
)
,
JP := JP (X,ω) := expJ0(BP ),
where BP := {Y ∈ TJ0JP | Y (p, x) ∈ B(0, ρ(g(x), J0(x)))}. Note that we may
think of J ∈ JP as a map P → J . For an open subset U ⊂ P , we denote by
TJJU ⊂ TJJP the subspace of those sections that have compact support in U .
We will be interested in the spaces
JS2 = JS2(X,ω) and JM¯k+1 = JM¯k+1(X,ω)
parametrized by the Riemann sphere and the Deligne-Mumford space with k+1
marked points, respectively. To better understand the second case, recall that
we have a holomorphic projection π : M¯k+1 → M¯k. Fix a stable curve z =
({zαβ}αEβ, {zi}1≤i≤k) ∈ M¯k, modelled over the k-labelled tree T . Recall that
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π−1[z] is naturally identified with the nodal Riemann surface Σz which is a
union of |T | copies Sα of S2, glued together at the points zαβ . Restriction of
J ∈ JM¯k+1 to π
−1[z] yields a continuous map
Jz : Σz → J
which is smooth on each Sα. We define the space Jk+1 of coherent almost
complex structures by
TJ0Jk+1 := Coh(M¯k+1, TJ0J ) ⊂ TJ0JM¯k+1 ,
Jk+1 := expJ0(TJ0Jk+1) ⊂ JM¯k+1 ,
where Coh(M¯k+1, TJ0J ) ⊂ TJ0JM¯k+1 denotes the subspace of those maps Y :
M¯k+1 → TJ0J satisfying the conditions of Definition 3.1.
Lemma 3.10. For z ∈ M¯k modelled over the tree T and J ∈ Jk+1 the following
holds.
(a) The restriction of Jz to each component Sα of Σz defines a smooth tamed
almost complex structure Jα ∈ JSα . Similarly, any Y ∈ TJJk+1 restricts on Sα
to a smooth section Y |Sα ∈ TJαJSα .
(b) Conversely, let Uα ⊂ Sα \ SPα be open subsets (for α ∈ T ), where SPα is
the set of special points on Sα (except z0). Then for any collection of sections
Yα ∈ TJαJUα with compact support in Uα, there exists a Y ∈ TJJk+1 with
Y |Sα = Yα. Moreover, this extension is given by an injective continuous linear
map
⊕αTJαJUα −→ TJJk+1
Proof. (a) follows immediately from the fact (Lemma 2.4) that the Sα are sub-
manifolds of M¯k+1. The same fact also implies (b): Since Uα×X ⊂Mnα+1×X
is a submanifold, the section Yα ∈ TJαJUα ⊂ TJαJSα of the vector bundle
TJJSα(TX, ω) → Sα × X extends to a C
ε-section Y˜α of the vector bundle
TJJMnα+1(TX, ω) → Mnα+1 × X with compact support. Now the construc-
tion proceeds exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3.3, choosing the cutoff
function χ to be a Cε-function.
4 Holomorphic maps
J-holomorphic maps. To a map f : S2 → X and a tamed almost complex
structure J ∈ JS2 we associate the (0, 1)–form
∂¯Jf :=
1
2
(
df + J(z, f) ◦ df ◦ j
)
which at the point z ∈ S2 is given by
∂¯Jf(z) :=
1
2
(
df(z) + J
(
z, f(z)
)
◦ df(z) ◦ j(z)
)
.
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We call f J-holomorphic if ∂¯Jf = 0. Then its energy is given by
E(f) :=
1
2
∫
S2
|df |2dvol =
∫
S2
f∗ω.
Fix an integer m ≥ 1 and a real number p > 1 such that mp > 2 and define the
Banach manifold
B := Bm,p :=Wm,p(S2, X)
of maps of Sobolev class Wm,p (which are continuous because mp > 2). Let
E := Em−1,p → B
be the Banach bundle whose fibre at f ∈ B is given by Ef =Wm−1,p
(
S2,Ω0,1(f∗TX)
)
.
Then the Cauchy-Riemann operator defines a smooth section
∂¯J : B → E , f 7→ ∂¯Jf.
More generally, the universal Cauchy-Riemann operator is the section
∂¯ : B × JS2 → E , (f, J) 7→ ∂¯Jf.
Now fix pairwise disjoint points z1, . . . , zk ∈ S2. Evaluation at these points
defines a smooth map
evk : B → Xk, f 7→
(
f(z1), . . . , f(zk)
)
.
Lemma 4.1. Let k ∈ N, f ∈ B and J ∈ JS2 satisfy ∂¯Jf = 0. If f is noncon-
stant, then the linearization of
(∂¯, evk) : B × JS2 → E ×X
k
at (f, J) is surjective. More precisely, for any nonempty open subset U ⊂ S2 \
{z1, . . . , zk}, the restriction of the linearization to the subspace
TfB ⊕ TJJU ⊂ TfB ⊕ TJJS2
of sections with support in U is surjective.
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 3.4.2 in [20], so we only
sketch the argument. The linearization of (∂¯, evk) at (f, J), restricted to the
subspace TfB
m,p ⊕ TJJU , is the linear operator
L : TfB
m,p ⊕ TJJU → Ef ⊕
k⊕
i=1
Tf(zi)X,
(ξ, Y ) 7→
(
Dfξ +
1
2
Y (z, f) ◦ df ◦ j, ξ(z1), . . . , ξ(zk)
)
,
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where Df : TfBm,p → Ef is the linearization of ∂¯J at f . We will prove surjec-
tivity of the operator
L0 : B
m,p
0 ⊕ TJJU → Ef ,
(ξ, Y ) 7→ Dfξ +
1
2
Y (z, f) ◦ df ◦ j,
where Bm,p0 := {ξ ∈ TfB
m,p | ξ(z1) = · · · = ξ(zk) = 0}. Surjectivity of L0
easily implies surjectivity of L: Given (η, v1, . . . , vk) ∈ Ef ⊕
⊕k
i=1 Tf(zi)X , pick
a ξ1 ∈ TfBm,p with ξ1(zi) = vi for all i and find (ξ2, Y ) ∈ B
m,p
0 ⊕ TJJU with
L0(ξ, Y ) = η −Dfξ1, hence L(ξ1 + ξ2, Y ) = (η, v1, . . . , vk).
To prove surjectivity of L0, first consider the casem = 1. SinceDf is a Fredholm
operator, the image of L0 is closed. So it suffices to show that every element
η ∈ E∗f orthogonal to im(L0) is zero. Note that Ef is a space of L
p-sections,
so its dual space E∗f can be identified with the appropriate space of L
q-sections
with 1/p + 1/q = 1 via the L2 inner product. Thus orthogonality to im(L0)
amounts to the equations
〈Dfξ, η〉L2 = 0,
〈Y (z, f) ◦ df ◦ j, η〉L2 = 0
for all (ξ, Y ) ∈ B1,p0 ⊕ TJJU . By Lemma 3.4.7 of [20], the first equation implies
that η is smooth on S2\{z0, . . . , zk} and satisfies on this set the Cauchy-Riemann
type equation D∗fη = 0. Since f is nonconstant, the set U
∗ := {z ∈ U | df(z) 6=
0} is open and dense in U . Suppose that η(z) 6= 0 for some z ∈ U∗. Then
by Lemma 3.2.2 of [20] and cutting off near z, we find a Y ∈ TJJU such that
〈Y (z′, f)◦df(z′)◦j, η(z′)〉 ≥ 0 for all z′ and > 0 at z′ = z, in contradiction to the
second equation. (Here we have used the fact that Y may depend on points in
U , which allows us to cut off Y near z!) It follows that η(z) = 0 for all z ∈ U∗,
hence by unique continuation (see Lemma 3.4.7 of [20]) η ≡ 0. This proves
surjectivity of L0 in the case m = 1. The case of general m ≥ 1 follows from
the m = 1 case by elliptic regularity: Given η ∈ Em−1,pf , by the m = 1 case we
find (ξ, Y ) ∈ B1,p0 ⊕ TJJU with L0(ξ, Y ) = η, and elliptic regularity (Theorem
C.2.3 of [20]) yields ξ ∈ Bm,p0 . This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.1.
For constant f we have a similar result with k = 1.
Lemma 4.2. If f ∈ B is constant and J ∈ JS2 , then the linearization of
(∂¯J , ev
1) : B → E ×X
at f is surjective.
Proof. Let f ≡ x ∈ X and identify TxX with R2n. Then the linearization of ∂¯J
at f is the Cauchy-Riemann operator
L : Wm,p(S2,R2n)→Wm−1,p
(
Ω0,1(S2,R2n)
)
, ξ 7→ ∂¯Jξ
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for a family of linear complex structures J(z) on R2n, z ∈ S2. Elements in
the kernel of L have zero energy (since they are homologically trivial) and are
therefore constant. Since L has index 2n, it follows that L is surjective and its
kernel consists of the constant functions. Hence the linearized evaluation map
ξ 7→ ξ(z1) is surjective on the kernel of L and the result follows.
Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 immediately imply
Proposition 4.3. The universal solution space
M˜(JS2) := {(f, J) ∈ B × JS2 | ∂¯Jf = 0}
is a Banach manifold and the 1-point evaluation map
ev1 : M˜(JS2)→ X
is a submersion. Moreover, for any k ∈ N the k-point evaluation map
evk : M˜nc(JS2)→ X
k
is a submersion on the open component M˜nc(JS2) ⊂ M˜(JS2) of pairs (f, J)
with f nonconstant.
For a homology classA ∈ H2(X ;Z), J ∈ JS2 and a smooth submanifold Z ⊂ X
k
define
M˜(A, J) := {f : S2 → X | ∂¯Jf = 0, [f ] = A},
M˜(A, J ;Z) := {f ∈ M˜(A, J) |
(
f(z1), . . . , f(zk)
)
∈ Z}.
Taking regular values of the projection (f, J) 7→ J , we obtain
Corollary 4.4. For every smooth submanifold Z ⊂ X there exists a Baire set
J regS2 (Z) ⊂ JS2 such that for every homology class A ∈ H2(X ;Z) and every
J ∈ J regS2 (Z) the solution space
M˜(A, J ;Z) = {f ∈ M˜(A, J) | f(z1) ∈ Z}
is a smooth manifold of dimension
dimM˜(A, J ;Z) = 2n+ 2c1(A) − codimRZ.
More generally, for every smooth submanifold Z ⊂ Xk there exists a Baire set
J regS2 (Z) ⊂ JS2 such that for every nonzero homology class 0 6= A ∈ H2(X ;Z)
and every J ∈ J regS2 (Z) the solution space
M˜(A, J ;Z) = {f ∈ M˜(A, J) |
(
f(z1), . . . , f(zk)
)
∈ Z}
is a smooth manifold of dimension
dimM˜(A, J ;Z) = 2n+ 2c1(A) − codimRZ.
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5 Nodal maps
Throughout this section, we fix a symplectic manifold (X,ω) of dimension 2n,
not necessarily closed.
Weighted trees. A weighted k-labelled tree (T, {Aα}) is a k-labelled tree T
with a collection of homology classes Aα ∈ H2(X ;Z), α ∈ T . We call (T, {Aα})
weighted stable if each component α ∈ T with Aα = 0 carries at least 3 special
points. Note that stability implies weighted stability but not vice versa. We
call a component α with Aα = 0 a ghost component, and a maximal subtree
consisting of ghost components a ghost tree. The reduced index set of (T, {Aα})
is the subset R ⊂ {1, . . . , k} containing all marked points on components with
Aα 6= 0, and the maximal marked point on each ghost tree.
Stable maps. Fix a k-labelled tree T = (T,E,Λ) (not necessarily stable).
Let
JT :=
∏
α∈T
JSα
be the space of collections J = {Jα}α∈T of tamed almost complex structures
Jα ∈ JSα parametrized by the spheres Sα. Let z = ({zαβ}αEβ , {zi}1≤i≤k) be a
nodal curve modelled over T and Σz = ∪α∈TSα the associated nodal Riemann
surface. A continuous map f : Σz → X is a collection {fα}α∈T of continuous
maps fα : Sα → X such that fα(zαβ) = fβ(zβα) whenever αEβ. Note that each
such map f induces homology classes Aα = [fα] ∈ H2(X ;Z) and thus weights
on the tree T . To J ∈ JT and f : Σz → X we associate the Cauchy-Riemann
operator
∂¯Jf :=
1
2
(
df + J(z, f) ◦ df ◦ j
)
which at the point z ∈ Sα is given by
∂¯Jαfα(z) :=
1
2
(
dfα(z) + Jα
(
z, fα(z)
)
◦ dfα(z) ◦ j(z)
)
.
A continuous map f is called J-holomorphic if ∂¯Jf = 0 (hence each fα is smooth
by elliptic regularity). A pair (z, f) consisting of a nodal curve z and a J-
holomorphic map f : Σz → X is called a nodal J-holomorphic map of genus
zero with k marked points, or simply a nodal map. Note that a nodal map (z, f)
represents a homology class
[f ] :=
∑
α∈T
[fα] ∈ H2(X ;Z)
and carries the energy
E(f) :=
∑
α∈T
E(fα).
A nodal map (z, f) is called stable if the underlying weighted tree (T, {Aα =
[fα]}) is weighted stable, i.e. if each component α ∈ T for which fα is constant
carries at least 3 special points.
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For a weighted tree (T, {Aα}) and J ∈ JT let
M˜T ({Aα},J)
be the space of all nodal maps (z, f) modelled over the tree T with [fα] = Aα
for all α ∈ T . The space of stable maps modelled on the tree T representing the
class A is the disjoint union
M˜T (A,J) :=
∐
P
Aα=A
M˜T ({Aα},J),
where the union is taken over all decompositions {Aα} of A such that (T, {Aα})
is stable.
Domain-stable maps. Fix an integer k ≥ 3 and consider the space Jk+1
of coherent tamed almost complex structures on (X,ω) parametrized by the
Deligne-Mumford space M¯k+1. Fix a stable curve z = ({zαβ}αEβ, {zi}1≤i≤k),
modelled over the k-labelled tree T = (T,E,Λ). Restriction of J ∈ Jk+1 to
π−1[z] ∼= Σz = ∪α∈TSα yields a map
Jz : Σz → J .
By Lemma 3.10, the restriction of Jz to each component Sα of Σz is smooth,
so Jz yields an element in JT =
∏
α∈T JSα . As above, to a map f = {fα}α∈T :
Σz → X and J ∈ Jk+1 we associate the Cauchy-Riemann operator
∂¯Jzf :=
1
2
(
df + Jz(z, f) ◦ df ◦ j
)
which at the point z ∈ Sα is given by
∂¯Jzfα(z) :=
1
2
(
dfα(z) + Jz
(
z, fα(z)
)
◦ dfα(z) ◦ j(z)
)
.
If z is a stable curve and f is Jz-holomorphic for J ∈ Jk+1, we call the pair
(z, f) a domain-stable J-holomorphic map of genus zero with k marked points,
or simply a domain-stable map. Note that every domain-stable map is stable,
but domain-stability is more restrictive because it requires the underlying curve
to be stable.
More generally, let z be a nodal curve with k marked points, not necessarily
stable. By Lemma 2.5, stabilization yields a holomorphic map st : Σz → Σst(z).
So J ∈ Jk+1 yields a map
J stz : Σz → J , J
st
z (z) := Jst(z)
(
st(z)
)
whose restriction to each sphere Sα is smooth. Note that J
st
z
is constant on the
spheres Sα with α in the collection of subtrees T
′ ⊂ T from Lemma 2.5. This
construction allows us to define the Cauchy-Riemann operator ∂¯Jst
z
f as above
and speak about nodal J-holomorphic maps (z, f) for J ∈ Jk+1. As above, let
M˜T (A, J) :=
∐
P
Aα=A
M˜T ({Aα}, J),
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be the space of stable J-holomorphic maps modelled on the (not necessarily
stable) k-labelled tree T for J ∈ Jk+1.
Moduli spaces. Let J ∈ Jk+1. An isomorphism between two nodal J-
holomorphic maps (z, f) and (z˜, f˜) is an isomorphism (τ, {φα}α∈T ) between the
nodal curves z and z˜ such that f˜τ(α) ◦ φα = fα for all α ∈ T . The following
lemma shows that J-holomorphicity is preserved under isomorphisms.
Lemma 5.1. Let z, z˜ be nodal curves with k marked points and f : Σz → X, f˜ :
Σz˜ → X be continuous maps. Let φ = (τ, {φα}α∈T ) : z→ z˜ be an isomorphism
between the nodal curves such that f˜τ(α) ◦φα = fα for all α ∈ T . Let J ∈ Jk+1.
Then f is J-holomorphic if and only if f˜ is.
Proof. By definition of Jk+1, J is invariant under isomorphisms ψ in the sense
that Jψ(w)
(
ψ(w)
)
= Jw(w) for w ∈ M˜k and w ∈ Σw. By Lemma 2.5, the
isomorphism φ : z→ z˜ induces an isomorphism φst : st(z)→ st(z˜) between the
stabilized curves such that st ◦ φ = φst ◦ st. It follows that
J stφ(z)
(
φ(z)
)
= J
st
(
φ(z)
)(st(φ(z))) = J
φst
(
st(z)
)(φst(st(z))) (1)
= Jst(z)
(
st(z)
)
= J stz (z). (2)
Together with holomorphicity of φα, this implies
∂¯f˜ = ∂¯Jst
φ(z)
(fα ◦ φ
−1
α )
(
φ(z)
)
= ∂¯Jst
z
fα(z) ◦ dφα(z)
−1
for every α ∈ T and z ∈ Sα, and the lemma follows.
It follows that for every tree T and homology class A the group GT of iso-
morphisms fixing T (but not necessarily the identity on T ) acts on the space
M˜T (A, J) of stable maps. The action of GT is proper (see Section 6.1 in [20];
the argument is similar to the remark in Section 2 above), and due to the sta-
bility condition it has only finite isotropy groups (see [20]). Denote its quotient
space by
MT (A, J) := M˜T (A, J)/GT .
Themoduli space of stable maps (of genus zero with k marked points representing
the class A) is the disjoint union
M¯k(A, J) =
⋃
T
MT (A, J)
over the isomorphism classes of k-labelled trees. It carries a natural topology,
the Gromov topology defined in [20], which makes it into a metrizable space.
We call the MT (A, J) the strata of M¯k(A, J). In particular, we have the top
stratum Mk(A, J) := MTk(A, J) of stable maps modelled over the k-labelled
tree Tk with one vertex.
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The moduli space of domain-stable maps is the subset
M¯dsk (A, J) :=
⋃
T stable
MT (A, J) ⊂ M¯k(A, J)
of those nodal maps whose underlying curve is stable. Note that if the tree T is
stable, then the action of GT on M˜T (A, J) is free and covers the trivial action
on T (see [20]). So in this case the quotient space has a natural decomposition
MT (A, J) =
∐
P
Aα=A
MT ({Aα}, J), MT ({Aα}, J) = M˜T ({Aα}, J)/GT .
(If T is unstable the corresponding decomposition need not descend to the quo-
tient because isomorphisms may interchange vertices of T ).
Compactness. We now state Gromov’s compactness theorem in our context.
It is proved in [20] for almost complex structures J not depending on points in
M¯k+1, but the proof immediately carries over to our situation.
Theorem 5.2. Let J ∈ Jk+1. Let (zν , fν) be a sequence of stable J-holomorphic
maps (of genus zero with k marked points) with uniformly bounded energy E(fν) ≤
C. Then a subsequence converges in the Gromov topology to a stable J-holomorphic
map (z, f) (of genus zero with k marked points).
For the precise definition of Gromov convergence see [20]. It implies, in partic-
ular, that after passing to a subsequence the following properties hold:
(1) The (zν , fν) all belong to the same moduli space MT˜ ({Aα˜}, J) for some
stable weighted tree (T˜ , {Aα˜}).
(2) The limit map belongs to some moduli spaceMT ({Aα}, J) and there exists
a surjective tree homomorphism τ : T → T˜ such that
τ(αi) = α˜i,
∑
α∈τ−1(α˜)
Aα = Aα˜
for i = 1, . . . , k and α˜ ∈ T˜ .
(3) The stabilizations st(zν ) converge to the stabilization st(z) and f is Jst(z)-
holomorphic (cf. [20], Theorem 5.6.6).
(4) After suitable reparametrizations, the fν converge uniformly to f .
Remark 5.3. By Theorem 5.2 the moduli space M¯k(A, J) of stable maps is com-
pact. We wish to emphasize, however, that the subset M¯dsk (A, J) ⊂ M¯k(A, J)
of domain-stable maps is in general not closed in the Gromov topology: The
underlying nodal curve of the Gromov limit of a sequence of domain-stable maps
need not be stable. However, in Section 9 we will encounter a situation in which
M¯dsk (A, J) (with additional constraints) is closed in M¯k(A, J).
Transversality. The goal of this section is to show that for a stable tree
T , the space MT (A, J) is a manifold for generic J ∈ Jk+1, as well as various
refinements of this result. For this, we need some more notation.
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Fix a nodal curve z = ({zαβ}αEβ, {zi}1≤i≤k) with k marked points, modelled
over the k-labelled tree T = (T,E,Λ). Fix mp > 2 and homology classes Aα,
α ∈ T , and set
B({Aα}) := B
m,p({Aα}) :=
∏
α∈T
Bm,p(Aα).
We write elements in B({Aα}) as f = (fα)α∈T with fα : Sα → X . Let XE
be the product indexed by pairs αβ such that αEβ, and the edge diagonal
∆E ⊂ XE be defined by xαβ = xβα for αEβ. Evaluation at the zαβ defines the
edge evaluation map
evE : B({Aα})→ X
E.
Note that f ∈ B({Aα}) induces a continuous map Σz → X iff evE(f) ∈ ∆E . For
J = (Jα) ∈ JT , the Cauchy-Riemann operators fα 7→ ∂¯Jαfα define a smooth
section
∂¯J : B({Aα})→ E({Aα})
in the bundle
E({Aα}) := E
m−1,p({Aα}) :=
∏
α∈T
Em−1,p(Aα).
Note that (z, f) is a nodal J-holomorphic map iff f ∈ (∂¯J , evE)−1(0E ×∆E) ⊂
B({Aα}), where 0E denotes the zero section of E({Aα}). We also have the
k-point evaluation map
evk : B({Aα})→ X
k, f 7→
(
fα1(z1), . . . , fαk(zk)
)
.
Similarly, the reduced index set R ⊂ {1, . . . , k} gives rise to the reduced evalua-
tion map
evR : B({Aα})→ X
R, f 7→ {fαi(zi)}i∈R.
We first consider the case B({0}) in which Aα = 0 for all α ∈ T . Then the
whole tree T is a ghost tree and therefore R = {1}.
Lemma 5.4. Let T be a 1-labelled tree and J ∈ JT . Then for any x ∈ X,
(∂¯J, ev
E , ev1) : B({0})→ E({0})×XE ×X
is transverse to 0E ×∆E × {x}.
Proof. Let f ∈ (∂¯J, evE , ev1)−1(0E × ∆E × {x}) ⊂ B({0}. Since f has zero
energy, this implies fα ≡ x for all α ∈ T . The linearized operator at f is given
by
TfB → Ef⊕(TxX)
E⊕TxX, {ξα}α∈T 7→
(
{∂¯αξα}α∈T , {ξα(zαβ)}αEβ , ξα1(z1)
)
,
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where ∂¯α : TfαB → Efα is the linearized Cauchy-Riemann operator. By Lemma
4.2, ∂¯α is surjective and its kernel consists of the constant functions ξα : Sα →
TxX . Thus it suffices to show that the restriction to the kernel of the ∂¯α
(TxX)
T → (TxX)
E ⊕ TxX, {ξα}α∈T 7→ ({ξα}αEβ, ξα1)
is transverse to the subspace TxE∆
E⊕{0} ⊂ (TxX)
E⊕TxX . This is equivalent
to the surjectivity of the operator
(TxX)
T ⊕ TxE∆
E → (TxX)
E ⊕ TxX,
({ξα}α∈T , {ηαβ}αEβ) 7→ ({ξα + ηαβ}αEβ, ξα1).
Thus for given {vαβ}αEβ and v1, we need to find {ξα}α∈T and {ηαβ}αEβ satis-
fying
ξα + ηαβ = vαβ , ξα1 = v1, ηαβ = ηβα (3)
for all αEβ. This system can be solved by induction as follows. Let Tℓ be the
set of vertices that have distance at most ℓ from α1. For ℓ = 0 set ξα1 := v1.
For the induction step, suppose that we have a solution of the system (3) for all
αEβ with α, β ∈ Tℓ. Since T is a tree, for β ∈ Tℓ+1 \ Tℓ there exists a unique
α ∈ Tℓ with αEβ. Then ηαβ := ηβα := vαβ − ξα and ξβ := vβα − ηβα solves (3)
on Tℓ+1.
More generally, let k ≥ 3 and let I be a subset of {1, . . . , k} with |I| ≥ 3. Call
a k-labelled tree T I-stable if it is still stable after removing the marked points
not in I. Note that I-stability implies stability. Denote by
πI : M¯k+1 → M¯|I|+1
the obvious projection (forgetting the marked points outside the set I and sta-
bilizing).
Fix J0 ∈ J and a nonempty open subset V ⊂ X and set
Jk+1(V ) := {J ∈ Jk+1 | J = J0 outside V }.
The projection πI defines a pullback map
π∗I : J|I|+1(V )→ Jk+1(V )
and we will often denote the pullback π∗IJ again by J .
Fix a stable curve z modelled over the k-labelled tree T and homology classes
Aα, α ∈ T . We have the universal Cauchy-Riemann operator
∂¯ : B({Aα})× J|I|+1(V )→ E({Aα}), (f , J) 7→ ∂¯Jzf .
Definition 5.5. Denote by B∗({Aα}) ⊂ B({Aα}) the open subset of maps f for
which the image of each nonconstant fα meets V .
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Lemma 5.6. For any stable curve z and x ∈ XR
(∂¯, evE , evR) : B∗({Aα})× J|I|+1(V )→ E({Aα})×X
E ×XR
is transverse to 0E ×∆E × {x}.
Proof. Let f ∈ B∗({Aα}) and J ∈ J|I|+1(V ) satisfy ∂¯Jzf = 0. The linearization
of (∂¯, evE , evR) at (f, J) is the linear operator
⊕
α∈T
TfαB ⊕ TJJ|I|+1 →
⊕
α∈T
Efα ⊕
⊕
αEβ
Tfα(zαβ)X ⊕
⊕
i∈R
Tfαi (zi)X,
({ξα}, Y ) 7→
(
{Dfαξα +
1
2
Yz ◦ dfα ◦ j}, {ξα(zαβ)}, {ξαi(zi)}
)
.
Note that this operator only depends on the restrictions of Y to the Sα. Let
T nc := {α ∈ T | fα 6= constant}. Since f ∈ B∗({Aα}), we find nonempty open
sets Uα ⊂ f−1α (V ) for α ∈ T
nc that are disjoint in Σz. Consider the space⊕
α∈T
TJαJUα ,
where Jα = J |Sα and for α /∈ T
nc we have set Uα := ∅ and TJαJUα := {0}.
By Lemma 3.10, each element {Yα} ∈
⊕
α∈T TJαJUα extends to an element
Y ∈ TJJ|I|+1. By the choice of the Uα, the extension can be chosen so that
Y ∈ TJJ|I|+1(V ). Composing with the corresponding injective linear map (see
Lemma 3.10) it suffices to prove transversality to T (0E × ∆E × {x}) of the
linearized operator
L :
⊕
α∈T
[
TfαB ⊕ TJαJUα
]
→
⊕
α∈T
[
Efα ⊕
⊕
β:αEβ
Tfα(zαβ)X ⊕
⊕
i:αi=α
Tfα(zi)X
]
,
{
(ξα, Yα)
}
7→
{(
Dfαξα +
1
2
Yα ◦ dfα ◦ j, {ξα(zαβ)}, {ξα(zi)}
)}
.
Note that this operator is a direct sum of operators Lα (for α ∈ T ) of the form
considered in Section 4. For α ∈ T nc, Lα is surjective by Lemma 4.1. (Note
that for α /∈ T nc Lemma 4.1 is not applicable because Uα = ∅.)
Next consider a maximal subtree T ′ = (T ′, E′,Λ′) contained in T \T nc, i.e. Aα =
0 for all α ∈ T ′. Thus T ′ is a ghost tree, so by definition of R it contains at
most one marked point in R. If a point zi ∈ R on T ′ exists denote by ev1i
the evaluation map at this point and set xi := f(zi). By Lemma 5.4, the map
(∂¯, evE
′
, ev1i ) is transverse to 0E × ∆
E′ × {xi} over T ′. Combining this with
the surjectivity of Lα for α ∈ T nc, the transversality of L to T (0E ×∆E × {x})
follows.
For J ∈ J|I|+1(V ), denote by
M˜∗T ({Aα}, J) ⊂ M˜T ({Aα}, J)
the open subset of those [z, f ] for which f ∈ B∗({Aα}).
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Proposition 5.7. Let T be an I-stable k-labelled tree, Aα ∈ H2(X ;Z) for
α ∈ T , and J0 ∈ J . Then the universal solution space
M˜∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V )
)
:=
⋃
J∈J|I|+1(V )
M˜∗T ({Aα}, J)
is a Banach manifold and the reduced evaluation map
evR : M˜∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V )
)
→ XR
is a submersion.
Proof. By Lemma 5.6, for every x ∈ XR the linearization of the map
M˜T × B
∗({Aα})× J|I|+1(V )→ E({Aα})×X
E ×XR,
(z, f , J) 7→
(
∂¯Jzf , ev
E(f), evR(f)
)
.
is transverse to T (0E ×∆
E × {x}). Thus the preimage
(∂¯, evE)−1(0E ×∆
E) = M˜∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V )
)
is a Banach manifold and the reduced evaluation map
evR : M˜∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V )
)
→ XR
is a submersion.
In view of Lemma 5.1 and [20], the group GT of isomorphisms fixing the stable
tree T acts freely and properly on the space M˜∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V )
)
. Hence the
universal moduli space
M∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V )
)
:= M˜∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V )
)
/GT
is a Banach manifold. Moreover, the reduced evaluation map descends to a
submersion
evR :M∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V )
)
→ XR.
For J ∈ J|I|+1(V ) define the moduli space
M∗T ({Aα}, J) := M˜
∗
T ({Aα}, J)/GT
of J-holomorphic maps belonging to the set B∗({Aα}). For a smooth submani-
fold Z ⊂ XR define
M∗T ({Aα}, J ;Z) := {[z, f ] ∈ M
∗
T ({Aα}, J) | {fαi(zi)}i∈R ∈ Z}.
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Corollary 5.8. Let T be an I-stable k-labelled tree, Aα ∈ H2(X ;Z) for α ∈
T , J0 ∈ J , and Z ⊂ XR a smooth submanifold. Then there exists a Baire
set J reg|I|+1(V ) ⊂ J|I|+1(V ) (depending on Z, T and the Aα) such that for all
J ∈ J reg|I|+1(V ) the moduli space M
∗
T ({Aα}, J ;Z) is a smooth submanifold of
M∗T ({Aα}, J) of dimension
dimM∗T ({Aα}, J ;Z) = 2n− 6 +
∑
α∈T
2c1(Aα) + 2k − 2e(T )− codimRZ.
Proof. By the preceding discussion, the universal moduli space
M∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V );Z
)
:= (evR)−1(Z) ⊂M∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V )
)
is a smooth Banach submanifold ofM∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V )
)
of codimension codimRZ
with a smooth projection
π :M∗T
(
{Aα},J|I|+1(V );Z
)
→ J|I|+1(V ), (f, J) 7→ J.
By the Sard-Smale theorem, there exists a Baire set J reg|I|+1(V ) ⊂ J|I|+1(V ) of
regular values of the projection π. It follows that for J ∈ J reg|I|+1(V ) the moduli
space M∗T ({Aα}, J) is a smooth manifold and M
∗
T ({Aα}, J ;Z) is a smooth
submanifold of codimension codimRZ in M
∗
T ({Aα}, J). Since, according to
Lemma 5.6, M∗T ({Aα}, J) is transversely cut out by the edge evaluation map,
its dimension follows from the usual dimension formula for its components and
|T | = e(T ) + 1:
dimM∗T ({Aα}, J) =
∑
α∈T
(
2n− 6 + 2c1(Aα)
)
+ 2k + 4e(T )− 2ne(T )
= 2n− 6|T |+ 2
∑
α∈T
c1(Aα) + 2k + 4e(T )
= 2n− 6 +
∑
α∈T
2c1(Aα) + 2k − 2e(T ).
This implies the dimension formula in Corollary 5.8.
We conclude with an improvement of the dimension formula in Corollary 5.8
that will play a crucial role Section 9. If |R| < k we have marked points on
ghost components not belonging to R. Variations of these points contribute to
the dimension formula but have no effect on the J-holomorphic maps (due to
the coherency of J). So the “actual” dimension of the moduli space should be
lower than the formula in Corollary 5.8. This statement can be made rigorous
as follows: Suppose that Z =
∏
i∈R Zi and V ∩Zi = ∅ for all i ∈ R. Evaluation
at the points of R induces a smooth evaluation map
evR :M∗T ({Aα}, J ;Z)→ Z.
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Let πR(T ) be the stable |R|-labelled tree obtained from T by forgetting the
marked points not belonging to R and stabilizing. On non-ghost components
this does not affect J due to the coherency condition. On ghost components
J ≡ J0 because each ghost tree is mapped to on the Zi α and V ∩ Zi = ∅.
Hence forgetting the marked points outside R yields a transversely cut out
moduli space M∗πR(T )({Aα}, J ;Z). Since the evaluation map descends to this
space, we have shown
Corollary 5.9. In the situation of Corollary 5.8, suppose that Z =
∏
i∈R Zi
and V ∩ Zi = ∅ for all i ∈ R. Then the evaluation map evR factors as
evR :M∗T ({Aα}, J ;Z)→M
∗
πR(T )
({Aα}, J ;Z)→ Z
through a smooth manifold of dimension
dimM∗πR(T )({Aα}, J ;Z) = 2n−6+
∑
α∈T
2c1(Aα)+2|R|−2e
(
πR(T )
)
−codimRZ.
Remark 5.10. The proofs show that Proposition 5.7, Corollary 5.8 and Corol-
lary 5.9 remain true if J|I|+1(V ) is replaced by the subset J
∗
|I|+1(V ) ⊂ J|I|+1(V )
of those coherent J mapping into some given open subset J ∗ ⊂ J .
6 Tangencies
In this section we define moduli spaces of J-holomorphic spheres with prescribed
orders of tangency to complex submanifolds and prove their regularity.
We begin with the local situation. Suppose A : Rm → Rm×m is a smooth
matrix valued function. Assume further that A preserves a subspace Rk :=
Rk × {0} ⊂ Rm (0 ≤ k ≤ m− 1) in the sense that A(x)(Rk × {0}) ⊂ Rk × {0}
for all x ∈ Rk. Let D ⊂ C be the unit disk and f : D → Rm be a smooth map.
Denote coordinates on C by z = s + it and partial derivatives by fs, fst etc.
Denote by dℓf the vector of all partial derivatives of order i with 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. We
say dℓf ∈ Rk if all the partial derivatives in dℓf lie in the subspace Rk. The
following lemma is proved by a simple induction over i+ j.
Lemma 6.1. For all integers i, j ≥ 0 we have an equation
∂i+j
∂si∂tj
(
A(f)fs
)
= A(f)
∂i+j+1f
∂si+1∂tj
+Ai,j(f)(d
i+jf),
where Ai,j(f) is a multilinear function in the partial derivatives up to order i+j.
Moreover, Ai,j(f)(d
i+jf) ∈ Rk if f ∈ Rk and di+jf ∈ Rk.
We first apply Lemma 6.1 in the following situation. Let J be an almost complex
structure on Cn. We say that J preserves Ck := Ck × {0} ⊂ Cn if J(x) : Ck →
Ck for all x ∈ Ck. Let f : C ⊃ D → Cn be a J-holomorphic map, i.e.,
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fs + J(f)ft = 0. Then ft = J(f)fs and Lemma 6.1 (with A = J) yields for
i, j ≥ 0:
∂i+j+1f
∂si∂tj+1
= J(f)
∂i+j+1f
∂si+1∂tj
+Ai,j(f)(d
i+jf).
Multiplying by J we find
(
∂s + J(f)∂t
) ∂i+jf
∂si∂tj
= Ji,j(f)(d
i+jf),
where Ji,j(f) := J(f)Ai,j(f) satisfies Ji,j(f)(d
i+jf) ∈ Ck if f ∈ Ck and di+jf ∈
Ck. Thus partial derivatives of f are J-holomorphic up to lower order terms.
This equation allows us to swap one s-derivative for a t-derivative, and iterating
this process we obtain
Corollary 6.2. Let f : (D, 0) → (Cn, 0) be J-holomorphic with J preserving
Ck. If dℓ−1f(0) ∈ Ck and ∂
ℓf
∂sℓ
(0) ∈ Ck for some ℓ ≥ 1, then dℓf(0) ∈ Ck.
If f(0) = 0 and dℓ−1f(0) ∈ Ck we define the equivalence class
jℓ
Ck
f(0) :=
[
∂ℓf
∂sℓ
(0)
]
∈ Cn/Ck.
By Corollary 6.2, jℓ
Ck
f(0) = 0 implies dℓf(0) ∈ Ck. So jℓ+1
Ck
f(0) is defined
whenever f(0) = 0 and j1
Ck
f(0) = · · · = jℓ
Ck
f(0) = 0.
Next we study how jℓ
Ck
f(0) transforms under diffeomorphisms φ : (Cn, 0) →
(Cn, 0) with φ(Ck) ⊂ Ck. We have (φ ◦ f)s = Dφ(f)fs, so Lemma 6.1 (with
A = Dφ) yields
∂i+j+1(φ ◦ f)
∂si+1∂tj
= Dφ(f)
∂i+j+1f
∂si+1∂tj
+Ai,j(f)(d
i+jf).
Of course, the same argument applies to the t-derivative and so we find for all
i+ j ≥ 1:
∂i+j(φ ◦ f)
∂si∂tj
= Dφ(f)
∂i+jf
∂si∂tj
+ φi,j(f)(d
i+j−1f),
where φi,j(f) satisfies φi,j(f)(d
i+j−1f) ∈ Ck if f ∈ Ck and di+j−1f ∈ Ck. This
proves
Corollary 6.3. Let f : (D, 0) → (Cn, 0) be a smooth map and φ : (Cn, 0) →
(Cn, 0) a diffeomorphism preserving Ck. If dℓ−1f(0) ∈ Ck for some ℓ ≥ 1, then
[
∂ℓ(φ ◦ f)
∂sℓ
(0)
]
=
[
Dφ(0)
∂ℓf
∂sℓ
(0)
]
∈ Cn/Ck.
Corollary 6.3 shows that if f : (D, 0)→ (Cn, 0) is J-holomorphic and j1
Ck
f(0) =
· · · = jℓ−1
Ck
f(0) = 0, then jℓ
Ck
f(0) transforms like a normal vector to the sub-
manifold Ck ⊂ Cn.
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Now it is clear how to globalize these constructions. Let Z be a k-dimensional
(almost) complex submanifold of an almost complex manifold (X, J). Let f :
C ⊃ D → X be a J-holomorphic map with f(0) = x ∈ Z. Pick a coordinate
chart ψ for X mapping x to 0 and Z to Ck. We say that f is tangent to order
ℓ ≥ 0 to Z at 0, and write dℓf(0) ∈ TxZ, if d
ℓ(ψ ◦ f)(0) ∈ Ck. By the discussion
preceding Corollary 6.3 this definition is independent of the coordinate chart ψ.
Suppose that for some ℓ ≥ 1 we have dℓ−1f(0) ∈ TxZ. Then we define the ℓ-jet
normal to Z of f at 0 as
jℓZf(0) := Dψ(x)
−1jℓ(ψ ◦ f)(0) ∈ TxX/TxZ.
By Corollary 6.2, jℓZf(0) is defined whenever j
1
Zf(0) = · · · = j
ℓ−1
Z f(0) = 0 and
by Corollary 6.3, the definition of jℓZf(0) does not depend on the coordinate
chart ψ. So we have proved
Lemma 6.4. Let Z be a complex submanifold of an almost complex manifold
(X, J) and f : C ⊃ D → X be a J-holomorphic map with f(0) = x ∈ Z.
Then there is a sequence j1Zf(0), j
2
Zf(0), · · · ∈ TxX/TxZ of normal derivatives
such that the ℓ-th normal derivative jℓZf(0) is defined whenever j
1
Zf(0) = · · · =
jℓ−1Z f(0) = 0. Moreover, f is tangent to order ℓ to Z at 0 if and only if
j1Zf(0) = · · · = j
ℓ
Zf(0) = 0.
Now let (X,ω) be a symplectic manifold with a tamed almost complex structure
J0 and let Z1, . . . , Zk be k complex submanifolds of (X, J0). Fix a nonempty
open subset V ⊂ X with V ∩ (Z1 ∪ · · · ∪ Zk) = ∅ and denote by
J (V ) := {J ∈ J (X,ω) | J = J0 on X \ V }
the space of tamed almost complex structures that agree with J0 outside V .
Note that Z1, . . . , Zk are J-complex submanifolds for all J ∈ J (V ).
Fix nonnegative integers ℓ1, . . . , ℓk and pairwise disjoint points z1, . . . , zk ∈ S2.
Denote by z := (z1, ..., zk) their collection Also choose holomorphic coordinate
charts for S2 around the zi mapping zi to 0 ∈ C. For m− 2/p > max{ℓi} define
the universal solution space
M˜z := M˜z
(
J (V ); {Zi, ℓi}
)
:= {(f, J) ∈ Bm,p × J (V ) | ∂¯Jf = 0,
dℓif(zi) ∈ Tf(zi)Zi for i = 1, . . . , k}
of holomorphic maps tangent to order ℓi to Zi at zi. Notice that this definition
does not depend on the choice of holomorphic coordinates around the zi. Denote
by
M˜∗
z
(
J (V ); {Zi, ℓi}
)
:= {(f, J) ∈ M˜z
(
J (V ); {Zi, ℓi}
)
| f−1(V ) 6= ∅}
the subspace of solutions passing through V , and by
M˜s
z
:= M˜s
z
(
J (V ); {Zi, ℓi}
)
:= {(f, J) ∈ M˜∗
z
(
J (V ); {Zi, ℓi}
)
| f simple }
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the subspace of simple solutions passing through V . Here a holomorphic map is
called simple if it is not a nontrivial branched covering of another holomorphic
map. We wish to show that M˜s
z
is a Banach manifold. So consider (f, J) ∈ M˜s
z
.
Pick coordinate charts φi for X around f(zi) mapping f(zi) to 0 and Zi to
Cni ⊂ Cn. Using φi, we view f(z) for z near zi as a point in C
n. Then the
candidate for the tangent space of M˜s
z
at (f, J) is
T(f,J)M˜
s
z
:= {(ξ, Y ) ∈ TfB
m,p × TJJ (V ) | Dfξ +
1
2
Y (f) ◦ df ◦ j = 0,
dℓiξ(zi) ∈ C
ni for i = 1, . . . , k}, (4)
where ξ is viewed as a Cn-valued function near zi via dφi. If in addition m −
2/p > ℓj + 1 for some j, then in view of Lemma 6.4 (with respect to the fixed
coordinate chart for S2 near zj) we have a normal (ℓj + 1)-jet evaluation map
to the normal bundle TX/TZj of Zj in X ,
j
ℓj+1
Zj
evj : M˜
s
z
→ TX/TZ, (f, J) 7→ j
ℓj+1
Zj
f(zj).
With respect to the trivializations above, the linearization of j
ℓj+1
Zj
evj at (f, J)
is the linear operator
Lj : T(f,J)M˜
s
z → C
n/Ckj , (ξ, Y ) 7→ j
ℓj+1
C
nj ξ(zj). (5)
Lemma 6.5. (a) For m − 2/p > max{ℓi} the space M˜sz
(
J (V ); {Zi, ℓi}
)
is a
smooth Banach manifold whose tangent space at (f, J) is given by (4).
(b) Suppose that in addition m− 2/p > ℓj + 1 for some j with ℓj ≥ max{ℓi} −
1. Then the linearized normal (ℓi + 1)-jet evaluation map Lj given by (5) is
surjective.
We will give the proof Lemma 6.5 below. As the proof of Lemma 4.1, it is
an adaptation of the proof of Proposition 3.4.2 in [20]. Note that besides the
presence of higher order jets, Lemma 6.5 also differs from Lemma 4.1 in that
it uses only domain-independent almost complex structures (which forces us to
restrict to simple holomorphic maps).
The proof is based on the following lemma. Here we view η ∈ Em−1,pf near
zi via the trivialization near f(zi) as a map C ⊃ Ui → Cn, the corresponding
(0, 1)-form being given by η ds−J(f)η dt (cf. [20], Section 3.1). This allows us to
speak of the ℓ-jets dℓη(zi) at the zi. Note that the spaces in Lemma 6.6 are well-
defined by the Sobolev embedding theorem. We point out that in Lemma 6.6
we consider the full ℓ-jets (not just those normal to the Zi) and the integer ℓ is
entirely unrelated to the ℓi.
Lemma 6.6. Let (f, J) ∈ M˜sz
(
J (V ); {Zi, ℓi}
)
. For ℓ ≥ 0 and m− 2/p > ℓ+ 1
define the spaces
Bm,p0 := {ξ ∈ TfB
m,p | dℓ+1ξ(zi) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , k},
Em−1,p0 := {η ∈ E
m−1,p
f | d
ℓη(zi) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , k}.
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Then the linear operator
F0 : B
m,p
0 ⊕ TJJ (V )→ E
m−1,p
0 , (ξ, Y ) 7→ Dfξ +
1
2
Y (f) ◦ df ◦ j
is surjective.
Proof. The corresponding statement for ℓ = −1 was shown in the proof of
Lemma 3.4.3 in [20], see also the proof of Lemma 4.1 above. However, unlike
in the case ℓ = −1, for ℓ ≥ 0 we cannot reduce the result to the case m = 1
because the (ℓ + 1)-jet dℓ+1ξ(zi) at a point is not well-defined in the Sobolev
space W 1,p. This forces us to work with distributions instead of functions.
Recall that TfB
m,p =Wm,p(S2, B) and Em−1,pf =W
m−1,p(S2, E) are spaces of
Sobolev sections in the vector bundlesB := f∗TX → S2 andE :=Λ0,1(f∗TX)→
S2.
Suppose first that ℓ + 1 < m − 2/p < ℓ + 2. Let us view F0 as an operator
from Bm,p0 to E
m−1,p
f . Since Df is a Fredholm operator, the image imF0 of F0
is closed in Em−1,pf . We will prove the inclusion (imF0)
⊥ ⊂ (Em−1,p0 )
⊥ in the
dual space (Em−1,pf )
∗. In view of reflexivity of the Sobolev space Em−1,pf (see
e.g. [1]), closedness of imF0, and the Hahn-Banach theorem, this implies the
desired statement Em−1,p0 ⊂ imF0. Note that for m > 1, (E
m−1,p
f )
∗ is the space
of distributions Λ ∈ C∞(S2, E)∗ that satisfy an inequality
|Λ(φ)| ≤ C‖φ‖Wm−1,p
for all smooth sections φ : S2 → E. Suppose that Λ vanishes on im(F0), i.e.,
Λ
(
Dfξ +
1
2
Y (f) ◦ df ◦ j
)
= 0
for all (ξ, Y ) ∈ Bm,p0 . In particular, this implies that Λ(Dfξ) = 0 for all smooth
sections ξ : S2 → B with compact support in S∗ := S2 \ {z1, . . . , zk}. Elliptic
regularity for distributions (see [22], Theorem 8.12 for the case with constant
coefficients and [6], Chapter XIV, Theorem 6.2., p. 1704 for the general case)
implies that the restriction of Λ to S∗ is represented by a smooth section η :
S∗ → E such that
Λ(φ) = 〈φ, η〉L2
for all φ ∈ C∞0 (S
∗, B). Moreover, η satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann type equation
D∗fη = 0 and the equation
〈Y (f) ◦ df ◦ j, η〉 = 0 (6)
for all Y ∈ TJJ (V ). (Note that Y (f) has compact support in S∗ because V is
disjoint from the Zi).
By definition of M˜sz (f is simple!) and Proposition 2.5.1 in [20], the set U :=
f−1(V ) is nonempty and the set U∗ := {z ∈ U | df(z) 6= 0, f−1
(
f(z)
)
= {z}} of
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injective points is open and dense in U . Suppose that η(z) 6= 0 for some z ∈ U∗.
Then as in the proof of Lemma 3.4.3 of [20], we find a Y ∈ TJJ (V ) such that
〈Y (f) ◦ df(z′) ◦ j, η(z′)〉 ≥ 0 for all z′ and > 0 at z′ = z, in contradiction
to equation (6). It follows that η(z) = 0 for all z ∈ U∗, hence by unique
continuation (see Lemma 3.4.7 of [20]) η ≡ 0 on S∗.
This proves that the distribution Λ has support in the finite set {z1, . . . , zk}.
By Theorem 6.25 in [22], there exist R-linear functionals ciα : Ezi
∼= Cn → R
such that
Λ =
k∑
i=1
∑
|α|≤N
ciαD
αδzi . (7)
Here α = (α1, α2) ∈ N20 are multi-indices, D
α = ∂
α1+α2
∂sα1∂tα2 are partial derivatives,
δzi is the delta distribution at the point zi, and D
αδzi(φ) = (−1)
|α|Dαφ(zi) for
φ ∈ C∞(S2, E). The integer N in (7) is the order of Λ, which is by definition
the smallest integer such that |Λ(φ)| ≤ C‖φ‖Ck for all φ ∈ C
∞(S2, E). For
Λ ∈ (Em−1,pf )
∗ we clearly have N ≤ m − 1. More precisely, Λ ∈ (Em−1,pf )
∗
implies that for every ciα 6= 0 in (7) we must have
|Dαφ(zi)| ≤ C‖φ‖Wm−1,p
for all φ ∈ C∞(S2, E). It follows from sharpness of the Sobolev embedding
theorem that |α| ≤ [m−1−2/p] (if |α| > [m−1−2/p] there exist smooth func-
tions φ with Wm−1,p-norm 1 and arbitrarily large |Dαφ(zi)|). The assumption
ℓ+1 < m−2/p < ℓ+2 made above implies [m−1−2/p] = ℓ, so we have shown
Λ =
k∑
i=1
∑
|α|≤ℓ
ciαD
αδzi .
But this means that Λ(φ) =
∑k
i=1
∑
|α|≤ℓ c
i
α(−1)
|α|Dαφ(zi) = 0 for all φ ∈
Em−1,p0 , so Λ ∈ (E
m−1,p
0 )
⊥. This proves (imF0)
⊥ ⊂ (Em−1,p0 )
⊥ and hence, in
view of the discussion above, the lemma in the special case ℓ+1 < m−2/p < ℓ+2.
The case of general m, p with m− 2/p > ℓ+ 1 follows from the special case by
elliptic regularity: Pick m′ ≤ m and p′ ≤ p such that ℓ+1 < m′− 2/p′ < ℓ+2.
Given η ∈ Em−1,p0 ⊂ E
m′−1,p′
0 , by the special case we find (ξ, Y ) ∈ B
m′,p′
0 ⊕
TJJ (V ) with F0(ξ, Y ) = η, and elliptic regularity (Theorem C.2.3 of [20]) yields
ξ ∈ Bm,p0 . This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.6.
Proof of Lemma 6.5. Part (a) in Lemma 6.5 in the case ℓ1 = · · · = ℓk = 0
follows from Proposition 3.4.2 in [20]. Moreover, in view of Lemma 6.4, Parts
(a) and (b) of Lemma 6.5 for ℓ1, . . . , ℓk imply Part (a) with ℓj replaced by
ℓj +1. Hence by induction (always preserving the condition ℓj ≥ max{ℓi}− 1),
it suffices to prove Part (b).
As above (cf. [20], Section 3.1), we identify (0, 1)-forms near the f(zi) with maps
C ⊃ Ui → Cn. With this identification understood, the linearized Cauchy-
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Riemann operator at f near zi is given in Section 3.1 of [20] as
Dfξ = ξs + J(z)ξt +A(z)ξ
with the z-dependent linear maps J(z) :=J
(
f(z)
)
andA(z) := DJ
(
f(z)
)(
·, ft(z)
)
.
Pick the coordinate charts such that zj corresponds to 0 ∈ C and J(0) = i is
the standard complex structure on Cn.
Now fix j as in Part (b) and let v ∈ Cn be given. Define the holomorphic
function
ξ˜(z) := zℓj+1v
near z = 0 in the chart around zj. This function satisfies ξ˜s + iξ˜t = 0 and
dℓj ξ˜(0) = 0, jℓj+1ξ˜(0) =
∂ℓj+1ξ˜
∂sℓj+1
(0) =
∂ℓj+1ξ˜
∂zℓj+1
(0) = v.
The function η˜ := Df ξ˜ is given by
η˜ = ξ˜s + iξ˜t +
(
J(z)− i
)
ξ˜t +A(z)ξ˜ = B(z)ξ˜t +A(z)ξ˜,
where the linear map B(z) := J(z)− i satisfies B(0) = 0. Since dℓj ξ˜(0) = 0, all
terms in dℓj η˜(0) vanish except possibly B(0)jℓj+1ξ˜(0), but this one vanishes as
well because B(0) = 0. So we have dℓj η˜(zj) = 0.
Now extend ξ˜ to S2 such that it vanishes near the zi, i 6= j, and let η˜ := Df ξ˜
on S2. Then
dℓj ξ˜(zj) = 0, j
ℓj+1ξ˜(zj) = v ∈ C
n,
dℓj+1ξ˜(zi) = 0 for all i 6= j,
dℓj η˜(zi) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , k.
The last equation shows that η˜ belongs to the spaceEm−1,p0 defined in Lemma 6.6
(with ℓ = ℓj), so by Lemma 6.6 there exists (ξ
′, Y ) ∈ Bm,p0 ⊕TJJ (V ) such that
Dfξ
′ +
1
2
Y (f) ◦ df ◦ j = −η˜.
It follows that the element (ξ := ξ′ + ξ˜, Y ) ∈ TfBm,p ⊕ TJJ (V ) satisfies
Dfξ +
1
2
Y (f) ◦ df ◦ j = 0,
dℓj ξ(zj) = 0, j
ℓj+1ξ(zj) = v,
dℓj+1ξ(zi) = 0 for all i 6= j.
Now we use the hypothesis ℓj ≥ max{ℓi} − 1, or ℓi ≤ ℓj + 1 for all i 6= j, to
conclude dℓiξ(zi) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , k. Hence (ξ, Y ) belongs to the tangent
space Tf,JM˜
s
z defined in (4) and Lj(ξ, Y )j
ℓj+1
C
nj ξ(zj) = [v] ∈ C
n/Cnj . This
proves surjectivity of Lj and hence Lemma 6.5.
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Lemma 6.5 also includes the cases where some ℓi = −1, in which case we do not
impose any condition at zi. In particular, for m−2/p > 0 the universal solution
space
M˜s
(
J (V )
)
:= {(f, J) ∈ Bm,p × J (V ) | ∂¯Jf = 0, f simple , f
−1(V ) 6= ∅}
of simple holomorphic maps meeting V is a Banach manifold (this case is also
covered by Proposition 3.2.1 in [20]). By Lemma 6.5, for m− 2/p > max{ℓi},
M˜sz
(
J (V ); {Zi, ℓi}
)
⊂ M˜s
(
J (V )
)
is a Banach submanifold that is cut out transversally by the normal jet evalu-
ation maps jℓZif(zi), 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ ℓi (where j
ℓ
Zi
f(zi) is defined whenever f(zi) ∈ Zi
and j1Zif(zi) = · · · = j
ℓ−1
Zi
(zi) = 0). In particular, M˜sz
(
J (V ); {Zi, ℓi}
)
has
codimension
2
k∑
i=1
(ℓi + 1)codimCZi
in M˜s
(
J (V )
)
. By the Sard-Smale theorem, there exists a Baire set
J reg(V ; {Zi}) ⊂ J (V ) such that each J ∈ J reg(V ; {Zi}) is a regular value of
all the projections
π : M˜sz
(
J (V ); {Zi, ℓi}
)
→ J (V ), (f, J) 7→ J
for ℓ1, . . . , ℓk ≥ −1. Here the complex submanifolds Z1, . . . , Zk are fixed and
J reg(V ; {Zi}) depends on them. Now fix a homology class A ∈ H2(X ;Z) and
define for J ∈ J reg(V ; {Zi})
M˜s
z
(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) := {f : S
2 → X | ∂¯Jf = 0, [f ] = A
dℓif(zi) ∈ Tf(zi)Zi for i = 1, . . . , k}.
By Theorem 3.1.5 in [20], the space M˜s(A, J) (corresponding to ℓi = −1 for all
i) is a smooth manifold of dimension
dimM˜s(A, J) = 2n+ 2c1(A).
Hence the preceding discussion shows
Lemma 6.7. Let Z1, . . . , Zk be J0-complex manifolds of the 2n-dimensional
symplectic manifold (X,ω) and V ⊂ X an open subset with V ∩(Z1∪· · ·∪Zk) =
∅. Then there exists a Baire set J reg(V ; {Zi}) ⊂ J (V ) of tamed almost complex
structures that agree with J0 outside V with the following property: For all in-
tegers ℓ1, . . . , ℓk ≥ −1, homology classes A ∈ H2(X ;Z), and J ∈ J reg(V ; {Zi}),
the solution space M˜sz(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) of simple J-holomorphic maps, passing
through V and tangent to Zi of order ℓi at zi, is a smooth submanifold of
M˜s(A, J) of dimension
dimM˜sz(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) = 2n+ 2c1(A) − 2
k∑
i=1
(ℓi + 1)codimCZi.
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Remark 6.8. No assumption is made on the mutual intersections of the complex
submanifolds Zi.
Lemma 6.7 deals with parametrized holomorphic curves and fixed marked points
zi. However, the vanishing of the ℓ-th jet is a property which does not depend
on the chosen complex coordinate on the Riemann surface. Hence we can define
the moduli space
Msk(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) := M˜
s
k(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi})/Aut(S
2)
of all (unparametrized) simple J-holomorphic maps that pass through V and
are tangent to Zi of order ℓi at the (varying!) marked points zi.
Proposition 6.9. Let Z1, . . . , Zk be J0-complex submanifolds of the 2n-dimen-
sional symplectic manifold (X,ω) and V ⊂ X an open subset with V ∩ (Z1 ∪
· · · ∪ Zk) = ∅. Then there exists a Baire set J reg(V ; {Zi}) ⊂ J (V ) of tamed
almost complex structures that agree with J0 outside V with the following prop-
erty: For all integers ℓ1, . . . , ℓk ≥ −1, homology classes A ∈ H2(X ;Z), and
J ∈ J reg(V ; {Zi}), the moduli space M
s
k(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) is a smooth manifold of
dimension
dimMsk(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) = 2n− 6 + 2c1(A) + 2k − 2
k∑
i=1
(ℓi + 1)codimCZi.
Proof. (1) Consider a set U := U1 × U2 × · · · × Uk ⊂ (S2)k, where U1, . . . , Uk
are disjoint complex coordinate neighbourhoods of S2. Let
M˜sU(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) :=
⋃
z∈U
M˜sz(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi})
be the space of simple J-holomorphic maps, passing through V and tangent
to Zi of order ℓi at zi, where each zi is allowed to vary in the open set Ui.
Fixing holomorphic coordinate charts on the Ui, an argument similar to the
proof of Lemma 6.7 yields a Baire set J regU (V ; {Zi}) ⊂ J (V ) such that for
J ∈ J regU (V ; {Zi}) this is a manifold of dimension
dimM˜sU (A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) = 2n+ 2c1(A) + 2k − 2
k∑
i=1
(ℓi + 1)codimCZi.
(2) Next note that we can cover the space M˜k of k-tuples (z1, . . . , zk) of distinct
points in S2 by a countable family of such open sets U := U1 × · · · × Uk,
were U1, . . . , Uk ⊂ S2 are disjoint coordinate neighbourhoods. Indeed, for any
tuple of distinct points z = (z1, . . . , zk) whose real and imaginary parts are
rational or equal to ∞, let ρ := min{d(zi, zj) | i 6= j} and Ui be the open
ball around zi of radius ρ/2. Here all distances are measured with respect
to the standard metric of the unit sphere. This yields a countable family of
open sets U(z) := U1 × · · · × Uk of the required form. To show that this is
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a covering, let z = (z1, . . . , zk) be any k-tuple of distinct points in S
2 and let
ρ := min{d(zi, zj) | i 6= j} be the minimal distance. Choose a tuple z′ =
(z′1, ..., z
′
k) of distinct rational points such that d(zi, z
′
i) < ρ/4 for all i and thus
ρ′ := min{d(z′i, z
′
j) | i 6= j} > ρ/2. Then we have z ∈ U(z
′) = U ′1 × ... × U
′
k,
where U ′i is the ball around z
′
i of radius ρ
′/2 > ρ/4.
(3) Now for each set U of the countable covering in part (2) let J regU (V ; {Zi}) ⊂
J (V ) be the Baire set provided by part (1). Then the countable intersection
J reg(V ; {Zi}) := ∩UJ
reg
U (V ; {Zi}) is again a Baire set and for J ∈ J
reg(V ; {Zi}),
the solution space M˜sk(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) is a manifold of dimension
dimM˜sk(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) = 2n+ 2c1(A) + 2k − 2
k∑
i=1
(ℓi + 1)codimCZi.
Since the automorphism group Aut(S2) acts freely and properly on this space
(see [20]), the quotient Msk(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) is a manifold of dimension
dimMsk(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) = 2n− 6 + 2c1(A) + 2k − 2
k∑
i=1
(ℓi + 1)codimCZi.
If we replace J (V ) in Lemma 6.6 by the space JS2(V ) of almost complex struc-
tures depending on points in the domain S2, then we can drop the hypothesis
that f is simple. Indeed, if f is constant then the hypotheses f−1(V ) 6= ∅ and
V ∩ Zi = ∅ imply ℓi = −1 for all i and the result follows from Lemma 4.2. So
suppose that f is nonconstant. Then in the proof of Lemma 6.6 we just need to
replace the cutoff construction for the section Y in the target by a cutoff in the
domain S2 \ {z1, ..., zk} as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. We can also make this
cutoff depend on z = (z1, ..., zk) and vanish outside a sufficiently small neighbor-
hood to ensure positivity of the pairing with the η as in the proof of Lemma 6.6
between equations (6) and (7). As an easy instance of Lemma 3.10 we obtain a
coherent section Y depending on πI(z) ∈ M|I|+1 for any subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , k}
with |I| ≥ 3. With the modified Lemma 6.6, the proofs of Lemma 6.5 and
Proposition 6.9 carry over with minor adaptations and we obtain
Proposition 6.10. Let Z1, . . . , Zk be J0-complex manifolds of the 2n-dimensio-
nal symplectic manifold (X,ω), V ⊂ X an open subset with V ∩ (Z1 ∪ · · · ∪
Zk) = ∅, and I ⊂ {1, . . . , k} with |I| ≥ 3. Then there exists a Baire set
J reg|I|+1(V ; {Zi}) ⊂ J|I|+1(V ) of coherent domain-dependent tamed almost com-
plex structures that agree with J0 outside V with the following property: For all
integers ℓ1, . . . , ℓk ≥ −1, homology classes A ∈ H2(X ;Z), and J ∈ J
reg
|I|+1(V ; {Zi}),
the moduli space M∗k(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) of (not necessarily simple!) J-holomorphic
maps, passing through V and tangent to Zi of order ℓi at the (varying) points
zi, is a smooth submanifold of M
∗(A, J) of dimension
dimM∗k(A, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) = 2n− 6 + 2c1(A) + 2k − 2
k∑
i=1
(ℓi + 1)codimCZi.
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Applying this proposition to the special points on one vertex α of an I-stable
tree, we obtain
Corollary 6.11. Let T be an I-stable k-labelled tree with Aα 6= 0 for a unique
vertex α (so the reduced index set R labels the special points on α), and J0 ∈ J .
Let Zi, i ∈ R be J0-complex manifolds of X, V ⊂ X an open subset with
V ∩ Zi = ∅ for all i ∈ R, and ℓi ≥ −1 integers for i ∈ R. Then there exists a
Baire set J reg|I|+1(V ) ⊂ J|I|+1(V ) (depending on T,Aα and the Zi, ℓi) such that
for all J ∈ J reg|I|+1(V ) the moduli space M
∗
T (Aα, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) of (not necessarily
simple) stable J-holomorphic maps modelled over T , passing through V and
tangent to Zi of order ℓi at the (varying) special points zαi on the component
α, is a smooth submanifold of M∗T (Aα, J) of dimension
dimM∗T (Aα, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) = 2n−6+2c1(Aα)+2k−2e(T )−2
∑
i∈R
(ℓi+1)codimCZi.
As in Corollary 5.9, the dimension formula can be improved by forgetting the
marked points outside R and stabilizing (which yields the tree with the unique
vertex α):
Corollary 6.12. In the situation of Corollary 6.11, the evaluation map evR
factors as
evR :M∗T (Aα, J ; {Zi, ℓi})→M
∗
|R|(Aα, J ; {Zi, ℓi})→
∏
i∈R
Zi
through a smooth manifold of dimension
dimM∗|R|(Aα, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) = 2n− 6 + 2c1(Aα) + 2|R| − 2
∑
i∈R
(ℓi + 1)codimCZi.
7 Intersection numbers
A complex hypersurface is an (almost) complex submanifold Y in an almost
complex manifold (X, J) of complex codimension one. Let f : (Σ, j) → (X, J)
be a holomorphic map from a Riemann surface. Suppose that f(z) ∈ Y is an
isolated intersection of f with Y . This means that there exist a closed disk
D ⊂ Σ around z and a closed (2n − 2)-ball B ⊂ Y around f(z) such that
f−1(B) ∩D = {z}. Then the local intersection number
ι(f, Y ; z) := (f |D) ·B.
of f with Y at z is defined by smoothly perturbing f and counting with signs
(and independent of a sufficiently small perturbation). More generally, suppose
that Σ and Y are compact and connected with (possibly empty) boundaries such
that f−1(Y )∩∂Σ = f−1(∂Y )∩Σ = ∅. Then we have a well-defined intersection
number
ι(f, Y ) := (f |Σ) · Y.
of f with Y .
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Proposition 7.1. Let f : (Σ, j) → (X, J) be holomorphic, Y ⊂ X a complex
hypersurface such that f−1(Y ) ∩ ∂Σ = f−1(∂Y ) ∩ Σ = ∅ and f(Σ) 6⊂ Y . Then
the set f−1(Y ) is finite and
ι(f, Y ) =
∑
z∈f−1(Y )
ι(f, Y ; z).
At each intersection point z, f is tangent to Y of some finite order ℓ ≥ 0 with
ι(f, Y ; z) = ℓ+ 1.
In particular, each local intersection number ι(f, Y ; z) is positive.
Proof. We derive a local representation for f in the direction normal to Y near
an intersection point z. Pick local holomorphic coordinates for Σ near z mapping
z to 0 ∈ C and local coordinates for X near f(z) ∈ Y mapping f(z) to 0 and
Y to Cn−1 × {0} ⊂ Cn. Moreover, we can achieve that {0} × C are complex
directions at points of Cn−1 × {0}. Denote coordinates on Cn = Cn−1 ⊕ C by
x = (y, u). Then J corresponds to an almost complex structure on Cn of the
form
J(x) =
(
K(x) a(x)
b(x) j(x)
)
, J(y, 0) =
(
K(y, 0) 0
0 j(y, 0)
)
,
so it satisfies
a(y, 0) = 0, b(y, 0) = 0, K(y, 0)2 = −1l, j(y, 0)2 = −1l.
The map f corresponds to a map f =(g, h) :C ⊃ U→Cn=Cn−1⊕C satisfying
fs + J(f)ft = 0. So its last component h : C ⊃ U → C satisfies
hs + j(g, h)ht + b(g, h)gt = 0.
Since b(g, 0) = 0, we can write
j(g, h) = j(g, 0) + c(g, h)(h), b(g, h) = d(g, h)(h)
with smooth maps
c : Cn → HomR
(
C,HomR(C,C)
)
, d : Cn → HomR
(
C,HomR(C
n−1,C)
)
.
Then
j(g, h)ht = J0(z)ht + C(z)(h), b(g, h)gt = D(z)(h)
with the R-linear maps J0(z) := j
(
g(z), 0
)
and
C(z)(·) := c
(
g(z), h(z)
)
(·)ht(z), D(z)(·) := d
(
g(z), h(z)
)
(·)gt(z).
This shows that h satisfies the equation
hs + J0(z)ht +A(z)(h) = 0
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with R-linear maps J0(z) and A(z) := C(z)+D(z) such that J0(z)
2=−1l for all
z. By the version of the Carleman similarity principle proved in [10], there exists
a continuous matrix valued function Φ : C ⊃ V → GL(2,R) and a holomorphic
function σ : C ⊃ V → C such that
h(z) = Φ(z)σ(z), σ(0) = 0, J0(z)Φ(z) = Φ(z)i.
Thus h looks locally like the holomorphic function σ. The proposition now is
an easy consequence of this representation (see [10]): If σ ≡ 0 then, by unique
continuation, we would conclude f(Σ) ⊂ Y , which is excluded by hypothesis.
Thus σ(z) = zℓ+1τ(z) for an integer ℓ ≥ 0 and a holomorphic function τ sat-
isfying τ(0) 6= 0. This shows that 0 is an isolated intersection point of f with
Y . Moreover, f is tangent to Y at 0 of finite order ℓ. Finally, the local inter-
section number of f with Y equals the local mapping degree of h at 0. Since
J0(z)Φ(z) = Φ(z)i, the matrix Φ(z) is orientation preserving and hence homo-
topic to the identity in GL(2,R). So the local mapping degree of h is given by
the winding number of σ, which is just ℓ+ 1.
Now let f = (fα) : Σz → X be a nonconstant genus zero nodal J-holomorphic
curve with k ≥ 1 marked points modelled over a tree T . Let Y ⊂ (X, J) be
a closed complex hypersurface. Suppose that no nonconstant component fα is
contained in Y . Then we define the local intersection number ι(f, Y ; zi) at a
marked point zi as follows: If fαi is nonconstant set ι(f , Y ; zi) := ι(fαi , Y ; z).
If fαi is constant let T1 ⊂ T be the maximal ghost tree containing αi. Let
T2 ⊂ T \ T1 be the set of vertices adjacent to T1, so fβ is nonconstant for all
β ∈ T2. Recall that zβi ∈ Sβ is the nodal point connecting β to T1. Then set
ι(f , Y ; zi) :=
∑
β∈T2
ι(fβ , Y ; zβi).
Note that in this definition we allow for constant components fα to be contained
in Y . Also note that ι(f , Y ; zi) = ι(f , Y ; zj) if zi and zj belong to the same ghost
tree.
Lemma 7.2. Let Y ⊂ (X, J) be a closed complex hypersurface. Let (zν , fν)
be a sequence of nonconstant genus zero nodal J-holomorphic maps with k ≥ 1
marked points converging to (z, f) in the Gromov topology. Suppose that no
nonconstant components of fν and f are contained in Y .
(a) If z1 lies on a nonconstant component of f , then
ι(f , Y ; z1) ≥ lim sup
ν→∞
ι(fν , Y ; zν1 ).
(b) If z1 lies on a constant component of f , let T1 ⊂ T be the maximal ghost
tree containing the vertex α1. Then
ι(f , Y ; z1) ≥ lim sup
ν→∞
∑
αi∈T1
ι(fν , Y ; zνi ),
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where for each maximal ghost tree T ′ ⊂ T ν at most one of the zνi with αi ∈ T
′
is counted in the sum.
Proof. Pick a closed ball B in X around f(z1) containing no other intersection
points of Y with f . Since each fν intersects Y in only finitely many points, we
have at most countably many intersection points of Y with all the fν . Thus we
can choose B such that ∂B contains no intersection point of Y with any of the
fν . Moreover, we can choose B such that ∂B is transverse to f and all the fν (in
particular, ∂B contains no nodal points of f or any of the fν). Let Σ ⊂ Σz be
the connected component of f−1(B) containing z1. Similarly, let Σ
ν ⊂ Σzν be
the connected component of (fν)−1(B) containing zν1 . By definition of Gromov
convergence, after suitable reparametrization fν |Σν converges uniformly to f |Σ.
(Note that the domains Σν and Σ may have different numbers of nodes due to
pinching, but since the maps are constant across the nodes uniform convergence
makes sense.) So by definition of the intersection number,
(fν |Σν ) · Y → (f |Σ) · Y
as ν →∞.
Now consider first case (a). Choosing the ball B small enough, we can ensure
that z1 is the only point in Σ with f(z1) ∈ Y . This implies
(f |Σ) · Y = ι(f , Y ; z1).
By definition of Gromov convergence, for ν large the domain Σν contains the
point zν1 . It may also contain other intersection points of f
ν with Y . But
positivity of the local intersection numbers in Proposition 7.1 implies
(fν |Σν ) · Y ≥ ι(f
ν , Y ; zν1 ),
and case (a) follows.
Next consider case (b). Choosing the ball B small enough, we can ensure that
all points z ∈ Σ with f(z) ∈ Y belong to the tree T1. This implies
(f |Σ) · Y = ι(f , Y ; z1).
By definition of Gromov convergence, for ν large the domain Σν contains all
points zνi with αi ∈ T1. So as above, positivity of intersections implies
(fν |Σν ) · Y ≥
∑
αi∈T1
ι(fν , Y ; zνi ),
where the sum is to be interpreted as explained in the statement of the lemma.
This proves case (b).
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8 Symplectic hypersurfaces
Existence and asymptotic uniqueness. Let (X,ω) be a closed symplectic
manifold such that ω represents an integral cohomology class [ω] ∈ H2(X ;Z).
By a hypersurface we mean a closed codimension 2 submanifold Y ⊂ X whose
Poincare´ dual in H2(X ;Z) equals D[ω], where D ∈ N is called the degree of Y .
Fix a compatible almost complex structure J on X . We say that a hypersurface
Y ⊂ X of degree D is approximately J-holomorphic if its Ka¨hler angle (see
the following paragraph for the precise definition) at each point is at most
CD−1/2, where C is a constant independent ofD. We say that two hypersurfaces
Y, Y¯ ⊂ X of degrees D, D¯ intersect ε-transversally if they intersect transversally
and at each intersection point their tangent spaces have minimal angle (also
defined in the next paragraph) at least ε for an ε > 0 independent of the degrees.
The following theorem is an easy adaptation of the results in [4] and [2].
Theorem 8.1 (Donaldson [4], Auroux [2]).
(Existence). For each sufficiently large integer D there exists an approximately
J-holomorphic hypersurface Y ⊂ X whose Poincare´ dual in H2(X ;Z) equals
D[ω].
(Stabilization). Let Y ⊂ X be a J-holomorphic (not just approximately!) hyper-
surface of degree D. Then there exists an ε > 0 such that for each sufficiently
large integer D¯ there exists an approximately J-holomorphic hypersurface Y¯ of
degree D¯ intersecting Y ε-transversally.
(Uniqueness). Let Yi, i = 0, 1 be two approximately Ji-holomorphic hypersur-
faces arising from the construction in the (Existence) part with the same degree
D. Connect J0, J1 by a path of compatible almost complex structures Jt. If D is
sufficiently large, then Y0, Y1 are isotopic through approximately Jt-holomorphic
hypersurfaces. Moreover, this isotopy can be realized through symplectomor-
phisms of X.
Proof. (Existence) is proved in [4] and (Uniqueness) in [2]. The (Stabilization)
property is not stated explicitly in the literature, but it follows from the proof
in [4]. For the sake of completeness, let us indicate the required modifications.
We follow the notation of [2]. Fix a Hermitian line bundle L → X with a
unitary connection A of curvature −iω. For k ∈ N we consider sections s in the
k-th tensor power Lk of L. We will measure all quantities with respect to the
rescaled metric gk := kg on X , where g := ω(·, J ·). All constants are assumed
to be independent of k. Following [5], for positive constants C, η we say that s
is C-bounded if
‖s‖C3 < C, ‖∂¯s‖C2 < Ck
−1/2,
and s is η-transverse if |s(x)| < η implies ν(∇xs) ≥ η. Here ν(∇xs)
−1 denotes
the minimal norm of a right inverse of ∇xs. Note that s induces a section s|Y
in the bundle Lk|Y . We say that s is η-transverse over Y if s|Y is η-transverse.
Claim. There exist C, η > 0 and a sequence of sections sk of L
k that are
C-bounded, η-transverse, and η-transverse over Y .
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From this claim the (stabilization) property easily follows: As in [4], C-bounded-
ness and η-transversality imply that for k sufficiently large, Y¯ := s−1k (0) is a
(transversally cut out) submanifold whose Ka¨hler angle is arbitrarily small; see
Lemma 8.3 (b) and [4], remark after Theorem 5. Next, η-transversality over Y
and C-boundedness imply that Y¯ and Y intersect ε-transversally for ε = η/C,
see Lemma 8.7 (a) below. Finally, ε-transversality of Y and Y¯ and smallness
of their Ka¨hler angles (Y has Ka¨hler angle zero) imply that their intersection
is positive and there exists a compatible almost complex structure J¯ which is
C0-close to J and makes both Y and Y¯ holomorphic; see Lemma 8.7 (b) below.
To prove the claim, we follow the scheme in [4]. First recall the construction of
local C-bounded sections σk,x supported near a point x ∈ X . Pick a Darboux
chart ψx : C
n ⊃ U → V ⊂ X with ψx(0) = x whose differential at 0 is complex
linear, and a trivialization of ψ∗xL in which the connection A is given by
A =
1
4
n∑
i=1
(zidz¯i − z¯idzi).
Then f(z) := exp(−k|z|2/4) defines a holomorphic section of Lk over U ⊂ Cn.
We multiply f by a cutoff function β and transfer it to X via
σk,x := (βf) ◦ ψ˜
−1, ψ˜(z) := ψ(k−1/2z).
By choosing the ψx for all x with uniformly bounded C
3-norm, one can achieve
that the sections σk,x are C-bounded.
For x ∈ Y we can choose ψx to map the subspace Cn−1 to Y , so the (ψx)|Cn−1
define Darboux charts for Y with the same properties. This implies that the
σk,x restrict to C-bounded sections on Y .
Now we globalize the construction. For each k pick finitely many points xi ∈ X
such that the gk-balls B1(xi) of radius 1 around the xi cover X . The required
number of points is of order kn, where dimX = 2n. We can arrange that some
of the points xi lie on Y and their unit balls cover Y . The desired section s is
obtained in the form
s(x) =
∑
xi
ak,xiσk,xi
for suitable complex numbers ak,xi . Here the coefficients ak,xi are defined in-
ductively to achieve ηi-transversality (for suitable ηi > 0) on B1(xi) without
destroying it on the previous balls. The proof based on Theorem 12 in [4] shows
that for xi ∈ Y we can choose ak,xi such that ηi-transversality holds on B1(xi)
as well as on B1(xi)∩Y . Hence the resulting C-bounded section s is η-transverse
(with η = min{ηi}) on X as well as over Y . This concludes the proof of the
(stabilization) property.
Remark 8.2. It follows directly from the definitions that the hypersurfaces con-
structed in Theorem 8.1 have the following properties:
(Existence). Y is symplectic and J¯-holomorphic for a compatible almost com-
plex structure J¯ arbitrarily C0-close to J .
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(Stabilization). Y¯ is symplectic and there exists a compatible almost complex
structure, J¯ , arbitrarily C0-close to J and coinciding with J on Y , such that
Y, Y¯ are both J¯-holomorphic.
(Uniqueness). The Yt are symplectic and J¯t-holomorphic for a path of compat-
ible almost complex structures J¯t arbitrarily C
0-close to Jt.
Linear algebra. Recall the linear algebra underlying Donaldson’s construc-
tion in [4]. Consider a complex vector space (V, J) of complex dimension n with
Hermitian metric
(·, ·) = 〈·, ·〉 − iω.
Define the Ka¨hler angle θ(W ) ∈ [0, π] of an oriented R-linear subspace W ⊂ V
of real dimension 2k with respect to the Hermitian sructure (ω, J) by
θ(W ) := θ(W ;ω, J) := cos−1
(
ωk|W
k!ΩW
)
,
where ΩW is the volume form on W defined by the metric and orientation. We
will usually drop ω and/or J in θ(W ;ω, J) when they are clear from the context.
Note that θ(−W ) = π− θ(W ), where −W is the subspace W with the opposite
orientation. Define the angle ∠ ∈ [0, π/2] between two nonzero vectors x, y ∈ V
resp. between a nonzero vector y and an R-linear subspace X , and the maximal
angle between two subspaces X,Y ⊂ V by
∠M (x, y) := cos
−1
(
|〈x, y〉|
|x| |y|
)
, ∠M (X, y) := inf
06=x∈X
∠M (x, y),
∠M (X,Y ) := sup
06=y∈Y
∠M (X, y) = sup
06=y∈Y
inf
06=x∈X
∠M (x, y).
Note that ∠M (X,Y ) depends on the order of the subspaces X,Y . It equals
π/2 whenever dim Y > dimX and 0 iff Y ⊂ X . Denote by X⊥ and Xω the
orthogonal resp. ω-orthogonal complement.
Lemma 8.3. (a) θ(W ) = 0 iff W is complex linear and the orientation of W
agrees with the complex orientation, θ(W ) = π iff W is complex linear and the
orientation of W is opposite to the complex orientation, θ(W ) < π/2 iff W is
symplectic, and θ(W ) > π/2 iff −W is symplectic.
(b) Let A : V → C be C-linear and B : V → C be C-antilinear such that
A + B : V → C is surjective. Then the Ka¨hler angle of W := ker(A + B)
(oriented via A+B) satisfies
tan θ(W ) =
2
√
|A|2|B|2 − |(A, B¯)|2
|A|2 − |B|2
In particular, if |B| < |A| then W is symplectic.
(c) For two R-linear subspaces X,Y ∈ V ,
∠M (X,Y ) = ∠M (JY, JX) = ∠M (Y
⊥, X⊥) = ∠M (Y
ω, Xω).
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(d) The Ka¨hler angle of an oriented R-linear subspace W of dimension 2 or
2n−2 satisfies
min{θ(W ), π − θ(W )} = ∠M (W,JW ) = ∠M (JW,W ).
(e) The Ka¨hler angle of an oriented R-linear subspace W of dimension 2 or
2n− 2 satisfies
θ(W ) = θ(JW ) = θ(W⊥) = θ(Wω).
Proof. (a) and (b) are proved in [4]. The first equality in (c) is clear because
J preserves the inner product 〈·, ·〉, and the third equality follows from the first
two because Xω = (JX)⊥. For the second equality, note that ∠M (X, y) =
π/2− ∠M (X⊥, y). Using this twice, we find
∠M (X,Y ) = sup
y∈Y
∠M (X, y) = sup
y∈Y
(π
2
− ∠M (X
⊥, y)
)
=
π
2
− inf
y∈Y
inf
x⊥∈X⊥
∠M (x
⊥, y) =
π
2
− inf
x⊥∈X⊥
∠M (Y, x
⊥)
=
π
2
− inf
x⊥∈X⊥
(π
2
− ∠M (Y
⊥, x⊥)
)
= sup
x⊥∈X⊥
∠M (Y
⊥, x⊥)
= ∠M (Y
⊥, X⊥).
For (d) first note that for a real subspace of arbitrary dimension θ(W ) = π/2
iff W ∩Wω =W ∩ (JW )⊥ 6= {0}, or equivalently JW ∩W⊥ 6= {0}. But this is
equivalent to ∠M (W,JW ) = π/2. For the remaining case θ(W ) 6= π/2 we may
assume, after changing the orientation on W if necessary, that W is symplectic,
i.e. θ(W ) < π/2.
Now assume dimW = 2n− 2. Define the complex subspace W0 :=W ∩ JW . If
W0 = W all terms in the equation in (d) are 0. So assume W0 6= W , thus W0
has dimension 2n − 4. Denote by V1 its orthogonal complement in V and set
W1 :=W ∩V1, thus dimW1 = 2. For 0 6= x = x0+x1 ∈ W =W0⊕W1 we have
πW (Jx) = Jx0 + πW1Jx1,
where πW , πW1 are the orthogonal projections onto W,W1. If x1 = 0 we have
πW (Jx) = Jx and thus ∠M (W,Jx) = 0. If x1 6= 0 let y1 ∈ W1 be the unique
vector such that |y1| = |x1|, y1 ⊥ x1, and (x1, y1) is an oriented basis of W1.
Since 〈x1, πW1Jx1〉 = 〈x1, Jx1〉 = 0, we have πW1Jx1 = cos θ y1 for a unique
θ ∈ [0, π]. It follows that
cos θ =
〈πW1Jx1, y1〉
|y1|2
=
ω(x1, y1)
|x1| |y1|
= cos θ(W1) = cos θ(W ),
which is positive because W is symplectic. On the other hand,
|πWJx|
2 = |Jx0 + cos θ y1|
2 = |x0|
2 + cos2 θ|y1|
2 ≥ cos2 θ|x|2,
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with equality iff x0 = 0 or cos
2 θ = 1. The latter is excluded since we assumed
W0 6=W . This shows that
cos∠M (W,Jx) =
|πWJx|
|x|
≥ cos θ(W ),
and hence ∠M (W,Jx) ≤ θ(W ), for all x ∈ W , with equality iff x0 = 0. Taking
the supremum over x ∈W , this proves (d) in the case dimW = 2n−2. The case
dimW = 2 follows by an easier version of the same argument, setting W0 = {0}
and W1 =W . Part (e) is an immediate consequence of (c) and (d).
Remark 8.4. Property (e) of the preceding lemma can be used to derive property
(b) as follows. Write
Az = (z, a), Bz = (b, z)
for vectors a, b ∈ V . Thus under the identification of V ∗ with V via the inner
product, A corresponds to a and B to b¯. Surjectivity of A+ B is equivalent to
a 6= λb for λ ∈ S1. Then W = ker(A+B) is the orthogonal complement of the
2-dimensional oriented subspace
W⊥ = span{a+ b, Ja− Jb}.
To determine θ := θ(W ) = θ(W⊥), we compute
ω(a+ b, Ja− Jb) = |a|2 − |b|2,
|a+ b|2|Ja− Jb|2 − 〈a+ b, Ja− Jb〉2 = (|a|2 + |b|2)2 − 4|(a, b)|2.
If |a| = |b| this shows that θ(W ) = π/2. If |a| 6= |b| we conclude (b) from
cos θ =
|a|2 − |b|2√
(|a|2 + |b|2)2 − 4|(a, b)|2
, sin θ =
2
√
|a|2|b|2 − |(a, b)|2√
(|a|2 + |b|2)2 − 4|(a, b)|2
,
tan θ =
2
√
|a|2|b|2 − |(a, b)|2
|a|2 − |b|2
.
Let (V, J, ω) be a Hermitian vector space as above. To a nonzero skew-symmetric
bilinear form σ on V we associate the quantities
α(σ) := inf
x∈V,σ(x,Jx)>0
σ(x, Jx)
|x|2
− inf
x∈V,σ(x,−Jx)>0
σ(x,−Jx)
|x|2
,
β(σ) := sup
dimW=2
σ|W
ΩW
= sup
x,y
σ(x, y)√
|x|2|y|2 − 〈x, y〉2
,
γ(σ) :=
α(σ)
β(σ)
,
where the infima are interpreted as zero over the empty set, the first supremum
is taken over all oriented 2-planes W ⊂ V , and the second one over all ordered
pairs of linearly independent vectors x, y ∈ V . Note that α, β, γ depend on J
and the Hermitian metric. The following properties follow directly from the
definitions:
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(i) For each σ, at most one of the two terms in the definition of α(σ) is
nonzero. More precisely, the following three cases can occur: If σ(x, Jx) ≥
0 for all x the second term vanishes; if σ(x, Jx) ≤ 0 for all x the first term
vanishes; and in the remaining case both terms vanish (for if σ(x, Jx) > 0
and σ(y, Jy) < 0, then σ
(
x+ ty, J(x+ ty)
)
= 0 for some t > 0).
(ii) β(σ) > 0 for every nonzero σ and |α(σ)| ≤ β(σ) (just take y = Jx in the
definition of β), thus |γ(σ)| ≤ 1. Equality γ(σ) = ±1 holds iff σ = ±cω
for some c > 0.
(iii) γ(σ) > 0 iff σ is a symplectic form taming J and γ(σ) < 0 iff σ is a
symplectic form taming −J .
(iv) γ(tσ) = γ(σ) for every t > 0 and γ(−σ) = −γ(σ). Moreover, γ(σ + σ′) ≥
min{γ(σ), γ(σ′)} if γ(σ) and γ(σ′) are both positive.
Here the last property follows from β(σ + σ′) ≤ β(σ) + β(σ′) and α(σ + σ′) ≥
α(σ) + α(σ′) ≥ min{γ(σ), γ(σ′)}[β(σ) + β(σ′)]. In view of γ(±ω) = ±1,
cos−1
(
γ(σ)
)
∈ [0, π] can be interpreted as the “angle” between ω and σ.
Lemma 8.5. (a) If σ is a symplectic form on V and W ⊂ V a codimension 2
ω-symplectic subspace whose Ka¨hler angle θ(W ) (with respect to ω) satisfies
θ(W ) < γ(σ),
then W and W⊥ are σ-symplectic.
(b) If σ is a symplectic form taming J and K : V → V an almost complex
structure such that
‖K − J‖ < γ(σ),
then σ tames K.
(c) For every codimension two ω-symplectic subspace W ⊂ V there exists an
almost complex structure K : V → V which is compatible with ω, leaves W and
Wω invariant, and satisfies
‖K − J‖ ≤ θ(W ).
Remark 8.6. In fact, in (a) the actual hypothesis is sin θ(W ) < γ(σ) and in (c)
the actual conclusion is ‖K − J‖ ≤ 2 sin (θ(W )/2).
Proof. (a) For 0 6= x ∈ W write
Jx = πW (Jx) + y
with y ⊥W . By Lemma 8.3 (d) we have ∠M (W,Jx) ≤ θ(W ), hence |πW (Jx)| ≥
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|x| cos θ(W ), or equivalently, |y| ≤ |x| sin θ(W ). Then
σ
(
x, πW (Jx)
)
= σ(x, Jx) − σ(x, y)
≥ α(σ)|x|2 − β(σ)|x| |y|
≥ |x|2
(
α(σ) − β(σ) sin θ(W )
)
> 0
by hypothesis and sin θ ≤ θ. Since πW (Jx) ∈ W , this proves that W is σ-
symplectic. The statement for W⊥ follows by the same argument because
θ(W⊥) = θ(W ) by Lemma 8.3 (e).
(b) By hypothesis, we find for every 0 6= x ∈ V :
σ(x,Kx) = σ(x, Jx) + σ(x, (K − J)x) ≥ α(σ)|x|2 − β(σ)‖K − J‖ |x|2
= β(σ)
(
γ(σ)− ‖K − J‖
)
|x|2 > 0.
(c) Let W0 := W ∩ JW . If dimW0 = 2n − 2, then W is J-complex and we
simply set K := J . If dimW0 = 2n− 4, we choose K such that K = J on W0
and K leaves Wω0 = W
⊥
0 invariant. After replacing V by W
⊥
0 , it thus remains
to consider the case dim V = 4.
For dim V = 4 pick an oriented orthonormal basis x, y ofW and denote by πW :
V → W the orthogonal projection. Since 〈Jx, x〉 = 0, we have πWJx = cos θ y
for some θ ∈ [0, π]. Now cos θ = 〈Jx, y〉 = ω(x, y) > 0 implies θ ≤ π/2, and it
follows from Lemma 8.3 (d) that θ ≤ θ(W ). Define K : W → W as positive
rotation by 90 degrees, i.e. Kx := y and Ky := −x. Then clearly K2 = −1l.
Moreover,
|Jy −Ky|2 = |Jx−Kx|2 = |Jx− y|2 = 2− 2 cos θ = 4 sin2
θ
2
and θ ≤ θ(W ) shows ‖K−J‖ ≤ 2 sin (θ(W )/2). Finally, ω(x,Kx) = ω(x, y) > 0
shows that ω tames K and K-invariance of ω is automatic because W is 2-
dimensional, so K : W → W is compatible with ω. Defining K : Wω → Wω
in the analogous way we obtained the desired K : V → V . This concludes the
proof of Lemma 8.5.
For an R-linear map T : V → V ′ between Euclidean vector spaces define ν(T ) ≥
0 as follows: If T is not surjective set ν(T ) := 0; otherwise let ν(T )−1 be
the minimal norm of a right inverse of T . Define the minimal angle between
two subspaces X,Y ⊂ V of a Euclidean vector space as follows: If X and Y
are not transverse set ∠m(X,Y ) := 0; otherwise let X
′, Y ′ be the orthogonal
complements of X ∩ Y in X,Y and set
∠m(X,Y ) := inf
06=y∈Y ′
∠(X, y) = inf
06=x∈X′,06=y∈Y ′
∠(x, y).
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Lemma 8.7. (a) Let T : V → V ′ be a nonzero R-linear map between Euclidean
vector spaces and let W ⊂ V be a linear subspace. Then
∠m(W, kerT ) ≥
ν(T |W )
‖T ‖
.
(b) For every ε > 0 and θ2 > 0 there exists a θ3 > 0 with the following property:
For any pair of codimension two ω-symplectic subspaces W,W ′ of a Hermitian
vector space (V, ω, J) with ∠m(W,W
′) ≥ ε and max{θ(W ), θ(W ′)} ≤ θ3 there
exists an almost complex structure K : V → V which is compatible with ω,
leaves W and W ′ invariant, and satisfies
‖K − J‖ < θ2.
In particular, W and W ′ intersect positively.
Proof. (a) Suppose that T |W is surjective (otherwise both sides are zero). Set
η := ν(T |W ) and let W ′ ⊂ W be the orthogonal complement of W ∩ kerT .
Consider w ∈ W ′ and v ∈ kerT with |v| = |w| = 1. After possibly replacing v
by −v, we may assume 〈v, w〉 ≥ 0. The definition of ν(T |W ) implies |Tw| ≥ η,
and therefore
η2 ≤ |Tv − Tw|2 ≤ ‖T ‖2|v − w|2 = 2‖T ‖2(1− |〈v, w〉|).
So the angle θ := ∠(v, w) ∈ [0, π/2] satisfies
1−
η2
2‖T ‖2
≥ cos θ ≥ 1−
θ2
2
,
thus θ ≥ η/‖T ‖ and the Part (a) follows.
(b) is obvious if we take θ3 = 0, and for small θ3 > 0 it follows by a con-
tinuity argument. More precisely, note first that for every codimension two
ω-symplectic subspace W ⊂ V there exists a (non-unique) codimension two J-
complex subspace Wc with ∠M (W,Wc) ≤ θ(W ). (In the notation of the proof
of Lemma 8.5 (c) we can take for Wc the subspace generated by W0, x and Jx).
Pick such complex subspaces Wc,W
′
c for W,W
′ so that ∠M (W,Wc) ≤ θ3 and
∠M (W
′,W ′c) ≤ θ3. By choosing θ3 small we can achieve that ∠m(Wc,W
′
c) ≥ ε/2
and ∠M (W ∩W ′,Wc ∩W ′c) is arbitrarily small. Pick a complex basis v1, v2 =
Jv1, . . . , v2n−1, v2n = Jv2n−1 of V such that v1, . . . , v2n−4 is a unitary basis of
Wc ∩W ′c, v1, . . . , v2n−2 is a unitary basis of Wc, and v1, . . . , v2n−4, v2n−1, v2n
is a unitary basis of W ′c. This choice and the condition ∠m(Wc,W
′
c) ≥ ε/2
ensure that ∠(vi, vj) ≥ ε/2 for all i 6= j. Denote by w1, . . . , w2n the orthogonal
projections of v1, . . . , v2n−4 onto W ∩W ′, v2n−3, v2n−2 onto W and v2n−1, v2n
onto W ′. Then w1, . . . w2n is a symplectic basis close to v1, . . . v2n, so the linear
map φ sending vi to wi is symplectic and close to the identity. It follows that
K := φJφ−1 is an almost complex structure compatible with ω which leaves
W and W ′ invariant. Moreover, K is arbitrarily close to J , so we can achieve
‖K − J‖ ≤ θ2. This concludes the proof of Lemma 8.7.
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Recall from [19] that any pair of ω-compatible complex structures J0, J1 can be
connected by a canonical path Jt of almost complex structures. Moreover, the
construction in [19] shows
Lemma 8.8. For every θ0 > 0 there exist θ1 > θ2 > 0 such that ‖J1−J0‖ < θ1
implies ‖Jt−J0‖ < θ0 for all t ∈ [0, 1], and ‖J1−J0‖ < θ2 implies ‖Jt−J0‖ < θ1
for all t ∈ [0, 1].
A priori estimates. Consider now a closed symplectic manifold (X,ω) with a
fixed compatible almost complex structure J . For a codimension 2 submanifold
Y ⊂ X define
θ(Y ;ω, J) := sup
y∈Y
θ(TyY ;ω, J),
where θ(TyY ;ω, J) is the Ka¨hler angle with respect to the Hermitian structure
(ω, J) on TX . Denote by J (X) the space of almost complex structures on X
compatible with ω. Fix constants
0 < θ2 < θ1 < θ0 < 1
as in Lemma 8.8.
Now assume that ω represents an integral cohomology class [ω] ∈ H2(X ;Z).
By Theorem 8.1, for every sufficiently large integer D > 0 there exists a closed
submanifold Y ⊂ X of codimension 2 which is Poincare´ dual to D[ω] and
approximately J-holomorphic in the sense that
θ(Y ;ω, J) < θ2.
In view of the hypothesis θ2 < 1 < π/2, Y is symplectic for ω.
By Lemma 8.5 (c) there exists an ω-compatible almost complex structure K on
the vector bundle TX |Y with
‖K − J‖Y < θ2, K(TY ) = TY, K(TY
ω) = TY ω.
By Lemma 8.8 and the choice of θ2 < θ1, we can extend K to an ω-compatible
almost complex structure on X satisfying
‖K − J‖ < θ1.
Indeed, first extend K to some K1 on {x ∈ X | dist(x, Y ) ≤ r} in the metric
ω(., J.) such that ‖K1 − J‖ < θ2, which is possible because this is an open
condition. By the lemma there is a path Kt on that tube connecting K1 to
K0 = J and satisfying ‖Kt − J‖ < θ1 for all t. Finally, pick a smooth function
φ : [0, r] → 1 which is equal to 0 near r and equal to 1 near 0 and set Kx :=
Kφ(dist(x,Y )) for x ∈ X . The upshot of this discussion is that the space
J (X,Y ) := {K ∈ J (X) | K(TY ) = TY }
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contains a nonempty open subspace
J (X,Y ; J, θ1) := {K ∈ J (X,Y ) | ‖K − J‖ < θ1}.
Moreover, by the preceding argument and Lemma 8.8, any two elements in
J (X,Y ; J, θ1) can be connected by a path in
J (X,Y ; J, θ0) := {K ∈ J (X,Y ) | ‖K − J‖ < θ0}.
The following lemma and proposition follow a suggestion of D. Auroux. Fix a
closed 2-form α representing the first Chern class c1 = c1(TX) and denote by
‖α‖ its norm with respect to the metric ω(·, J ·).
Lemma 8.9. Let K be an ω-compatible almost complex structure with ‖K −
J‖ < θ0. Then for every homology class A ∈ H2(X ;Z) which contains a closed
K-holomorphic curve we have
〈c1(TX), A〉 ≤ D∗ω(A), with D∗ = D∗(X,ω, J) :=
1 + θ0
1− θ0
‖α‖.
Proof. For every tangent vector v ∈ TxX we have ‖v‖2 = ω0(v, Jv) and the
estimates
α(v,Kv) ≤ ‖α‖(1 + ‖K − J‖)‖v‖2, ω(v,Kv) ≥ (1− ‖K − J‖)‖v‖2,
which combine with ‖K − J‖ < θ0 to
α(v,Kv) ≤ D∗ω(v,Kv).
For a closed K-holomorphic curve f : Σ→ X in the class A this implies
〈c1(TX), A〉 =
∫
Σ
f∗α ≤ D∗
∫
Σ
f∗ω = D∗ω(A).
Remark 8.10. For a given cohomology class c ∈ H2(X,R), one may wonder how
much the quantity
‖c‖gJ := inf{‖α‖gJ | dα = 0, [α] = c}
with respect to the metric gJ = ω(·, J ·) depends on the compatible almost
complex structure J ∈ J (X,ω). For example, the quantity
sup
J∈J (X,ω)
‖c‖gJ
equals 1 for c = [ω]. Is it finite for c = c1(X)?
In the following the energy of a K-holomorphic sphere f : S2 → X will always
be measured with respect to ω, i.e. E(f) =
∫
S2
f∗ω.
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Proposition 8.11. Let Y ⊂ X be a hypersurface Poincare´ dual to D[ω] with
θ(Y ;ω, J) < θ2 and let K ∈ J (X,Y ; J, θ0). Let E > 0 and suppose:
(i) All moduli spaces of simple K-holomorphic spheres in Y of energy ≤ E are
smooth manifolds of the expected dimension.
(ii) All moduli spaces of nonconstant simple K-holomorphic spheres of energy
≤ E in X with prescribed tangency of order ℓ ≤ D∗E + n to Y are smooth
manifolds of the expected dimension.
Then the following holds:
(a) If D > max(D∗, D∗+n− 4), then all K-holomorphic spheres of energy ≤ E
contained in Y are constant.
(b) If D > 2max(D∗, D∗+n−2), then every nonconstant K-holomorphic sphere
of energy ≤ E in X intersects Y in at least 3 distinct points in the domain.
Proof. (a) Suppose f is a nonconstant K-holomorphic sphere of energy ≤ E
contained in Y . After replacing f by its underlying simple curve, we may
assume that f is simple. Let A ∈ H2(Y ;Z) be its homology class. The expected
dimension of the moduli space of simple K-holomorphic spheres in Y in the
homology class A equals
ind(A) = 2(n− 1)− 6 + 2〈c1(TY ), A〉.
Now note that
c1(TY ) = c1(TX |Y )− c1
(
N(Y,X)
)
,
and the first Chern class of the normal bundle N(Y,X) is represented by Dω|Y .
In view of Lemma 8.9, this implies
ind(A) = 2n− 8 + 2〈c1(TX), A〉 − 2Dω(A)
≤ 2n− 8 + 2(D∗ −D)ω(A).
Now ω(A) ≥ 1 due to the integrality of [ω] and the assumption that f is non-
constant. Hence ind(A) < 0 if D > max(D∗, D∗ + n − 4), so by hypothesis (i)
f cannot exist.
(b) Suppose f is a nonconstant K-holomorphic sphere of energy ≤ E in X
which intersects Y in at most 2 distinct points in the domain. Again after
replacing f by its underlying simple curve, we may assume that f is simple. Let
A ∈ H2(Y ;Z) be its homology class. For I ≤ D∗E + n + 1 let M˜
s(Y, I;A,K)
be the space of all simple K-holomorphic spheres in the class A that have local
intersection number ≥ I (i.e. a tangency of order ≥ I − 1) with Y at one point.
By hypothesis (ii) and Proposition 6.9 M˜∗(Y, I;A,K) is a smooth manifold of
dimension
dimM˜∗(Y, I;A,K) = 2n− 4 + 2c1(A) − 2I ≥ 0.
Hence the local intersection number of f with Y at each point satisfies
I ≤ c1(A) + n− 2 ≤ D∗ω(A) + n− 2.
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On the other hand, if D > 2max(D∗, D∗ + n− 2), then the global intersection
number of f with Y satisfies
[f ] · [Y ] = Dω(A) > 2
(
D∗ω(A) + n− 2
)
≥ 2I
(where we have used again ω(A) ≥ 1). Hence f must have at least 3 intersection
points with Y , which contradicts our assumption.
We will also need the following version of the previous proposition for families
of almost complex structures. As above let Y ⊂ X be a hypersurface Poincare´
dual to D[ω] with θ(Y ;ω, J) < θ2. Let K ⊂ J (X,Y ; J, θ0) be a family of
almost complex structures smoothly depending on a parameter τ ∈ P varying
in a k-dimensional manifold P . Moduli spaces of K–holomorphic spheres are
spaces of pairs (u, τ) where τ ∈ P and u is a Kτ -holomorphic sphere (possibly
with constraints). The corresponding transformation groups act on u only.
The (expected) dimension of the moduli spaces is increased by k compared to
the expected dimension of the corresponding moduli spaces with fixed almost
complex structure. The proof of the following proposition is literally the same
as the one of Proposition 8.11, each time adding k to the term representing the
dimension of the moduli space.
Proposition 8.12. Let E > 0 and suppose:
(i) All moduli spaces of simple K-holomorphic spheres in Y of energy ≤ E are
smooth manifolds of the expected dimension.
(ii) All moduli spaces of nonconstant simple K-holomorphic spheres of energy
≤ E in X with prescribed tangency of order ℓ ≤ D∗E + n+ k to Y are smooth
manifolds of the expected dimension.
Then the following holds:
(a) If 2D > max(2D∗, 2D∗ + 2n − 8 + k), then all K-holomorphic spheres of
energy ≤ E contained in Y are constant.
(b) If D > 2max(D∗, D∗ + n − 2) + k, then every nonconstant K-holomorphic
sphere of energy ≤ E in X intersects Y in at least 3 distinct points in the
domain.
Definition 8.13. For (J, Y ) as above and E > 0 let
J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E) ⊂ J (X,Y ; J, θ1)
be the subset of those K for which the conclusions (a) and (b) of Proposition 8.11
hold, i.e.
(a) All K-holomorphic spheres of energy ≤ E contained in Y are constant.
(b) Every nonconstant K-holomorphic sphere of energy ≤ E in X intersects Y
in at least 3 distinct points in the domain.
Define
D∗ := D∗(W,ω, J) := 2(D∗ + n).
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Note that each degree D ≥ D∗ satisfies the conditions in (a) and (b) of Propo-
sition 8.11.
Corollary 8.14. Let (J, Y ) be as in Proposition 8.11 and suppose D≥D∗(X,ω,J).
Then J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E) is open and dense in J (X,Y ; J, θ1) for every E > 0.
Moreover, for θ2 < θ1 any two elements in J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ2, E) can be connected
by a path in J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E).
Proof. Condition (a) is open by Gromov compactness. Indeed, if (a) were not
open at some K ∈ J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E) there would exist a sequence Kν → K in
J (X,Y ; J, θ1) with nonconstantKν-holomorphic spheres fν of energy ≤ E con-
tained in Y ; Gromov compactness would yield a nonconstant K-holomorphic
sphere of energy ≤ E contained in Y , contradicting K ∈ J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E).
Openness of condition (b) is proved similarly: Suppose by contradiction that
there is a sequence of Kν ∈ J (X,Y ; J, θ1) not satisfying (b) and converg-
ing to K ∈ J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E). Then there exists a sequence of nonconstant
Kν-holomorphic spheres fν : Sν → X of energy ≤ E intersecting Y in at
most 2 points. Then Gromov compactness yields a nonconstant K-holomorphic
sphere of energy ≤ E intersecting Y in at most 2 points, contradicting K ∈
J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E).
For density of J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E), observe that the set of K ∈ J (X,Y ; J, θ1)
satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 8.11 is dense: For condition (i)
this is Theorem 3.1.5 in [20] (cf. the proof of Lemma 4.1 above). Density of
condition (ii) follows from Proposition 6.9 (or Lemma 6.7) with k = 1, Z1 := Y
and V := X \ Y . (Here we assume that (i) already holds, hence by conclusion
(a) every nonconstant K-holomorphic sphere of energy ≤ E passes through V .)
For the last statement let J0, J1 ∈ J
∗(X,Y ; J, θ2, E). By Lemma 8.8 they can
be connected by a smooth path (Jτ )τ∈[0,1] in J (X,Y ; J, θ1, E). By arguments
similar to the previous ones, conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 8.12 can be
achieved for a path J ′τ arbitrarily close to Jτ . In particular J
′(0) and J ′(1) are
arbitrarily close to J0 and J1, respectively. Since J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E) is open,
that means that we may assume that J0 and J1 can be connected in this set.
This concludes the proof.
Extension to two hypersurfaces. The preceding discussion will suffice
for the proof of Theorem 1.1 and 1.2. For the proof of Theorem 1.3 we need
to extend it to the case of two symplectic hypersurfaces. As most arguments
immediately carry over, we will only indicate the required modifications.
As above, consider a closed symplectic manifold (X,ω) with integral class [ω]
Fix constants
0 < θ3 < θ2 < θ1 < θ0 < 1
as in Lemma 8.8 and Lemma 8.7 (b) and a constant ε > 0. For the remainder of
this section, we fix a quadruple (J0, Y0, J1, Y1) consisting of ω-compatible almost
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complex structures Ji and hypersurfaces Yi, Poincare´ dual to Di[ω], satisfying
‖J0 − J1‖0 < θ3, ∠m(Y0, Y1) ≥ ε, θ(Yi) < θ3 for i = 0, 1.
Here ‖ ‖0 denotes the norm with respect to ω(·, J0·) and we have set
∠m(Y0, Y1) := inf
y∈Y0∩Y1
∠m(TyY0, TyY1)..
Remark 8.15. The existence of such quadruples follows from the (Stabilization)
property in Theorem 8.1: Given a J0-holomorphic hypersurface Y0, there exists
a hypersurface Y1 such that the above conditions are satisfied with J0 = J1. We
allow the case J0 6= J1 for later use.
By Lemma 8.7 (b) there exists an ω-compatible almost complex structure K on
the vector bundle TX |Y0∩Y1 with
‖K − J0‖Y0∩Y1 < θ2, K(TY0) = TY0, K(TY1) = TY1.
Arguing as above, using Lemma 8.8, we can extendK to an ω-compatible almost
complex structure on X satisfying
‖K − J0‖ < θ1, K(TY0) = TY0, J(TY1) = TY1.
Thus the space
J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1) := {K ∈ J (X) | K(TY0) = TY0,K(TY1) = TY1, }
contains a nonempty open subspace
J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) := {K ∈ J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1) | ‖K − J0‖ < θ1}.
Again, any two elements in J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) can be connected in the space
J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ0) := {K ∈ J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1) | ‖K − J0‖ < θ0}.
We need the following variation of Proposition 8.11.
Lemma 8.16. Let (J0, Y0, J1, Y1) be as above, K ∈ J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ0), and
E > 0. Suppose that all moduli spaces of simple K-holomorphic spheres in
the intersection Y0 ∩ Y1 of energy ≤ E are smooth manifolds of the expected
dimension and D0 + D1 > max(D∗, D∗ + n − 5). Then all K-holomorphic
spheres of energy ≤ E contained in Y0 ∩ Y1 are constant.
Proof. We have
c1
(
T (Y0 ∩ Y1)
)
= c1(TX |Y0∩Y1)−D0[ω]−D1[ω].
Hence the expected dimension of the moduli space of simple K-holomorphic
spheres in Y in a homology class A satisfies
ind(A) = 2(n− 2)− 6 + 2〈c1
(
T (Y0 ∩ Y1)
)
, A〉
= 2n− 10 + 2〈c1(TX), A〉 − 2(D0 +D1)ω(A)
≤ 2n− 10 + 2(D∗ −D0 −D1)ω(A).
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If A is nontrivial, then ω(A) ≥ 1 and the hypothesisD0+D1 > max(D∗, D∗+n−
5) implies ind(A) < 0. In view of the regularity hypothesis (and again passing to
underlying simple spheres), this shows that all K-holomorphic spheres of energy
≤ E contained in the intersection Y0 ∩ Y1 are constant.
Definition 8.17. For E > 0 let
J ∗(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1, E) ⊂ J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1)
be the subset of those K for which the conclusions (a) and (b) of Proposition 8.11
hold for each Yi, i.e.
(a) All K-holomorphic spheres of energy ≤ E contained in Y0∪Y1 are constant.
(b) Every nonconstant K-holomorphic sphere of energy ≤ E in X intersects Yi
in at least 3 distinct points in the domain for i = 0, 1.
Note that if Di ≥ D∗ = 2(D∗ + n) for i = 0, 1, then each Di satisfies the
conditions in (a) and (b) of Proposition 8.11 andD0+D1 satisfies the hypothesis
of Lemma 8.16. We have the following analogue of Corollary 8.14.
Corollary 8.18. Let (J0, Y0, J1, Y1)) be as above and suppose Di≥D∗(X,ω,J)
for i = 0, 1. Then J ∗(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1, E) is open and dense in J (X,Y0 ∪
Y1; J0, θ1) for every E > 0. Moreover, for θ2 < θ1 any two elements in
J ∗(X,Y0∪Y1; J0, θ2, E) can be connected by a path in J ∗(X,Y0 ∪Y1; J0, θ1, E).
Proof. Openness follows from Gromov compactness as in the proof of Corol-
lary 8.14. For density, it suffices to prove density of the set of K ∈ J (X,Y0 ∪
Y1; J0, θ1) satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 8.11 for both hyper-
surfaces Yi. For this, we first apply Theorem 3.1.5 of [20] in Y0 ∩Y1 to conclude
density of the set of K ∈ J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) for which all moduli spaces of
simple K-holomorphic spheres in Y0 ∩ Y1 of energy ≤ E are smooth manifolds
of the expected dimension. Then by Lemma 8.16 all K-holomorphic spheres
contained in Y0 ∩ Y1 are constant. Based on this, we can apply Theorem 3.1.5
of [20] in Y0 and Y1 (varying K on Y0∪Y1 \ (Y0∩Y1)) to conclude density of the
set of K ∈ J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) satisfying condition (i) of Proposition 8.11 for
both Yi. Finally, we apply Proposition 6.9 (or Lemma 6.7) with k = 1, Z1 := Yi
and V := X \ (Y0 ∪ Y1) (varying K outside Y0 ∪ Y1) to conclude density of
condition (ii). This finishes the proof.
Addendum. We conclude this section with a finiteness result for homology
classes represented by J-holomorphic curves, although this result will not be
needed in this paper. For a compatible almost complex structure J and 0 <
θ0 < 1 set
J (X ; J, θ0) := {K ∈ J (X) | ‖K − J‖ < θ0}.
Lemma 8.19. For each E > 0 and 0 < θ0 < 1, all homology classes A ∈
H2(X ;Z) with 〈ω,A〉 ≤ E that can be represented by a K-holomorphic sphere
for some K ∈ J (X ; J, θ0) are contained in a finite set A(E, θ0) ⊂ H2(X ;Z)
depending only on ω, J , E and θ0.
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Proof. For a 2-form σ on X define
γ(σ) := inf
x∈X
γ(σx),
where γ(σx) is defined as above with respect to (ω, J) and the induced metric
on TX . Fix a constant γ0 satisfying
0 < θ0 < γ0 < 1
and define
Ω := {σ ∈ Ω2(X) | dσ = 0, γ(σ) > γ0}.
By the properties of γ, Ω is a cone consisting of symplectic forms taming J ,
and ω ∈ Ω. Hence its image [Ω] ⊂ H2(X ;R) in cohomology is an open cone
containing [ω]. Denote by
[Ω]∗ := {A ∈ H2(X ;R) | 〈σ,A〉 ≥ 0 for all σ ∈ Ω}
the dual cone in homology. Then for given E > 0 the set {A ∈ [Ω]∗ | 〈ω,A〉 ≤ E}
is bounded. (This is a general property of cones in finite dimensions which can
be seen as follows: Write A =
∑
j Ajvj in a basis of cohomology whose dual
basis satisfies [ω] ± v∗j ∈ [Ω] for all j; then 0 ≤ 〈ω ± v
∗
j , A〉 ≤ E ± Aj implies
|Aj | ≤ E for all j). Therefore, the set
A := {A ∈ [Ω]∗ | 〈ω,A〉 ≤ E} ∩H2(X ;Z)
is finite. Since θ0 < γ0, Lemma 8.5 (b) and the definition of Ω show that
J (X ; J, θ0) consists of almost complex structures which are tamed by all σ ∈ Ω.
Now suppose that a class A ∈ H2(X ;Z) with 〈ω,A〉 ≤ E can be represented
by a K-holomorphic sphere f : S2 → X for some K ∈ J (X ; J, θ0). Then
〈σ,A〉 =
∫
S2
f∗σ ≥ 0 for all σ ∈ Ω, which implies A ∈ A.
9 Proof of transversality
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 from the introduction,
as well as their extensions to the case of two hypersurfaces. Throughout this
section, (X,ω) is a closed symplectic manifold of dimension 2n.
Summary of transversality results. Before beginning the proofs, let us
summarize the transversality results proved in Sections 5 and 6 in the form
we will use them. Here conditions (a) follow from Corollaries 5.8 and 5.9, and
conditions (b) follow from Corollaries 6.11 and 6.12.
Proposition 9.1. Let J0 ∈ J . Let Z be a countable collection of J0-complex
manifolds not equal to X and set V := X \ ∪Z∈ZZ. Then for all ℓ ≥ 3 there
exist Baire sets J regℓ+1(V ;Z) ⊂ Jℓ+1(V ) such that for each I-stable k-labelled
tree T , homology classes Aα ∈ H2(X ;Z) for α ∈ T , Zi ∈ Z ∪ {X} and integers
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ℓi ≥ −1 for i ∈ R (the reduced index set), and K ∈ J
reg
|I|+1(V ;Z) the following
conditions are satisfied:
(a) The moduli space M∗T ({Aα},K; {Zi}) of stable K-holomorphic maps mod-
elled over T , passing through Zi at the points zi, i ∈ R and without a non-
constant component entirely contained in a Z ∈ Z, is a smooth manifold of
dimension
dimM∗T ({Aα},K; {Zi}) = 2n− 6+
∑
α∈T
2c1(Aα)+ 2k− 2e(T )− 2
∑
i∈R
codimCZi.
Moreover, the evaluation map evR factors as
evR :M∗T ({Aα},K; {Zi})→M
∗
πR(T )
({Aα},K; {Zi})→
∏
i∈R
Zi
through a smooth manifold of dimension
dimM∗πR(T )({Aα},K; {Zi}) = 2n−6+
∑
α∈T
2c1(Aα)+2|R|−2e
(
πR(T )
)
−2
∑
i∈R
codimCZi.
(b) Suppose that Aα 6= 0 for a unique vertex α (so the reduced index set R labels
the special points on α). Then the moduli space M∗T (Aα, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) of (not
necessarily stable J-holomorphic maps modelled over T , tangent to Zi of order
ℓi at the special points zαi on the component α and not entirely contained in a
Z ∈ Z, is a smooth manifold of dimension
dimM∗T (Aα, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) = 2n−6+2c1(Aα)+2k−2e(T )−2
∑
i∈R
(ℓi+1)codimCZi.
Moreover, the evaluation map evR factors as
evR :M∗T (Aα, J ; {Zi, ℓi})→M
∗
|R|(Aα, J ; {Zi, ℓi})→
∏
i∈R
Zi
through a smooth manifold of dimension
dimM∗|R|(Aα, J ; {Zi, ℓi}) = 2n− 6 + 2c1(Aα) + 2|R| − 2
∑
i∈R
(ℓi + 1)codimCZi.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From now on we suppose that [ω] ∈ H2(X ;Z), and
we have fixed constants ε > 0 and 0 < θ3 < θ2 < θ1 < θ0 < 1 as in the previous
section. Also recall the definition
D∗ = D∗(X,ω, J0) = 2(D∗ + n),
where D∗ = D∗(X,ω, J0) is the constant from Lemma 8.9.
Definition 9.2. A Donaldson pair is a pair (J, Y ) consisting of an ω-compatible
almost complex structure J and a hypersurface Y 2n−2 ⊂ X Poincare´ dual to
D[ω] satisfying
θ(Y ;ω, J) < θ3, D ≥ D
∗(X,ω, J).
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Remark 9.3. The proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 only uses the weaker hypothesis
θ(Y ;ω, J) < θ2. The stronger hypothesis is needed in the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Let (J, Y ) be a Donaldson pair of degree D on (X,ω). Fix an integer E > 0
such that
ℓ := DE ≥ 3.
Let J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E) ⊂ J (X,Y ; J, θ1) be the set of almost complex structures
from Definition 8.13, which is open and dense by Corollary 8.14. Let Jℓ+1 be
the set of coherent almost complex structures from Section 3.
Definition 9.4. We call an open subset B∗ ⊂ J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E) θ2-contractible
if it is contractible in J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E) to a point of J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ2, E). Then
we define
Jℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1)
:={K ∈ Jℓ+1 | K(ζ) ∈ J (X,Y ; J, θ1) for all ζ ∈ M¯ℓ+1,
K(ζ)|Y independent of ζ}
J ∗ℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1)
:={K ∈ Jℓ+1 | K(ζ) ∈ B
∗ for all ζ ∈ M¯ℓ+1,
B∗ ⊂ J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E) θ2-contractible, K(ζ)|Y independent of ζ}.
Note that Jℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) is a Banach manifold, and J ∗ℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) ⊂
Jℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) is open and nonempty by Corollary 8.14 and Lemma 8.8.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let (J, Y ) and E, ℓ be as above. Consider a homology
class A ∈ H2(X ;Z) with ω(A) = E, so we have
ℓ = Dω(A) = [Y ] · A.
For K ∈ J ∗ℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) and k ≥ 0 define the moduli space
Mk+ℓ(A,K;Y ) := {(z, f) |zi ∈ S
2 distinct, f : S2 → X, ∂¯Kf = 0, [f ] = A,
f(zi) ∈ Y for i = k + 1, . . . , k + ℓ}/Aut(S
2)
of K-holomorphic spheres in the class A passing at the last ℓ points through Y .
More generally, for an ℓ-stable (k+ ℓ)-labelled tree T and K ∈ J ∗ℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1)
consider the moduli space
MT (A,K;Y ) :=
∐
P
Aα=A
MT ({Aα},K;Y )
:= {(z, f) ∈ MT (A,K) | fαi(zi) ∈ Y for i = k + 1, . . . , k + ℓ}
of stable maps passing at the last ℓ marked points through Y . Observe for
elements of MT (A,K;Y ) every nonconstant component passes through V :=
X \ Y : This follows from property (a) in Definition 8.13 because K(ζ)|Y is
independent of ζ and belongs to J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1).
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For any J0 ∈ J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E) we apply Proposition 9.1 to the collection
Z = {Y }. Let J regℓ+1(V ; {Y }; J0) ⊂ Jℓ+1(V ) be the Baire set provided by Propo-
sition 9.1 and set
J regℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) :=
⋃
J0∈J ∗(X,Y ;J,θ1,E)
J regℓ+1(V ; {Y }; J0) ∩ J
∗
ℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1).
Then for K ∈ J regℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) the following holds: Let A ∈ H2(X ;Z) with ℓ =
Dω(A), and T be an ℓ-stable (k+ ℓ)-labelled tree with weights Aα,
∑
Aα = A,
such that every ghost tree contains at most one of the last ℓ marked points. This
condition implies that the reduced index set R satisfies {k+1, . . . , k+ℓ} ⊂ R. So
by Proposition 9.1 (a), the moduli spaceM
(
TA,K;Y ) of stable K-holomorphic
maps modelled over T and passing through Y at the last ℓ marked points is a
smooth manifold of dimension
dimMT (A,K;Y ) = 2n− 6 + 2c1(A) + 2(k + ℓ)− 2e(T )− 2ℓcodimC(Y )
= 2n− 6 + 2c1(A) + 2k − 2e(T )
= 2d− 2e(T ).
This proves Theorem 1.1.
In particular, applying Theorem 1.1 to the tree T with one vertex (which has
no ghost trees), it follows that the moduli space Mk+ℓ(A,K;Y ) is a smooth
manifold of dimension
dimRMk+ℓ(A,K;Y ) = 2n− 6 + 2k + 2c1(A) = 2d.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We need to show that the evaluation map at the
first k points
evk :Mk+ℓ(A,K;Y ) 7→ X
k
is a 2d-dimensional pseudocycle. The following result is the key to the proof.
Proposition 9.5. Let K ∈ J ∗ℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1), k ≥ 0, and A ∈ H2(X ;Z) with
ℓ = Dω(A). Suppose that a sequence [fν ] ∈ Mk+ℓ(A,K;Y ) converges in the
sense of Gromov to a stable map [z, f ]. Then the nodal curve z is ℓ-stable.
Proof. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that z is not ℓ-stable. Then there
exists a nonconstant component fα of f whose domain Sα carries at most 2
special points after removing the first k marked points. According to condition
(3) after Theorem 5.2, f is Kπℓ(z)-holomorphic, where πℓ is defined by removing
the first k marked points and then stabilizing. As πℓ maps Sα to a point, this
means that ∂¯Kαfα = 0 for some Kα ∈ J
∗(X,Y ; J, θ1) (not depending on points
on Sα).
By condition (a) in Definition 8.13 (since fα is nonconstant), fα is not contained
in Y , and by condition (b) it intersects Y in at least 3 points in the domain. Thus
fα must intersect Y at a point that is neither a node nor one of the last ℓ marked
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points. By Proposition 7.1, intersections persist under small perturbations. So
the definition of Gromov convergence implies that for ν sufficiently large, fν
intersects Y at a point which is not one of the last ℓ marked points. On the
other hand, by Proposition 7.1 each of the last ℓ marked points contributes at
least 1 to the intersection number (since fν : S
2 → X is a smoothK-holomorphic
curve with distinct marked points). Hence we conclude [Y ] · [fν ] > ℓ = [Y ] · A,
in contradiction to [fν ] = A.
Proposition 9.6. For all K ∈ J regℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) the following holds: Let k ≥ 1,
A ∈ H2(X ;Z) with ℓ = Dω(A), and T be an ℓ-stable (k + ℓ)-labelled tree with
more than one vertex. Then the image under the evaluation map of the moduli
space MT (A,K;Y ) in Xk is contained in the image of a manifold of dimension
at most 2d− 2.
Proof. If the tree T satisfies condition (ii) in Definition 5.5 (after removing the
first k marked points) the conclusion of the proposition follows from Theorem 1.1
because e(T ) ≥ 1 if T has more than one vertex.
It remains to analyze the case that there is a stable map (z, f) ∈MT (A,K;Y )
not satisfying condition (ii) in Definition 5.5 after removing the first k marked
points. So there exists a ghost tree T ′ ⊂ T containing more than one of the last
ℓ marked points. On each such maximal ghost tree T ′, remove all but one of the
last ℓ marked points and stabilize. Denote by T¯ the resulting (k + ℓ¯)-labelled
tree, so T¯ is ℓ¯-stable. According to Remark 3.8, K induces a coherent almost
complex structure K¯ on π−1(M¯T¯ ) depending only on z0 and the last ℓ¯ points.
The resulting K¯-holomorphic stable map (z¯, f¯) modelled over T¯ satisfies both
conditions of Definition 5.5 after removing the first k marked points. Moreover,
it has the same image as (z, f) and represents the same homology class A. Now
we distinguish two cases.
Case 1: T¯ has more than one vertex. Then by Theorem 1.1, (z¯, f¯) belongs to a
moduli space of dimension 2d− e(T¯ ) ≤ 2d− 2.
Case 2: T¯ has only one vertex. Then (z¯, f¯) belongs to the moduli space
Mk+ℓ¯(A, K¯;Y ) of smooth π
∗
ℓ¯
K¯-holomorphic maps S2 → X in the class A map-
ping the last ℓ¯ marked points to Y , where K¯ ∈ J ∗
ℓ¯+1
(X,Y ; J, θ1) is the almost
complex structure induced by K. Now recall that (z, f) had at least two of
the last ℓ marked points on the same ghost tree. So Lemma 7.2 shows that f¯
has local intersection number with Y at least 2 at the marked point at which
this ghost tree was attached, say at z¯k+1. Hence by Proposition 7.1 f¯ actually
belongs to the moduli space
Mk+ℓ¯(A, K¯; {Y, 1}, {Y, 0}, . . . , {Y, 0}) ⊂Mk+ℓ¯(A, K¯;Y )
of those maps that are tangent to Y of order 1 at z¯k+1. By Corollary 3.7 we may
assume that K¯ belongs to the Baire set J reg
ℓ¯+1
(V ; {Y, . . . , Y }) in Proposition 6.10.
Then by Proposition 6.10, Mk+ℓ¯(A, K¯; {Y, 1}, {Y, 0}, . . . , {Y, 0}) is a smooth
manifold of dimension 2d− 2.
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This shows that the image of each stable curve in a moduli spaceMT (A,K;Y )
with |T | > 1 is contained in the image of some moduli space of dimension at
most 2d− 2. Since only finitely many moduli spaces appear in this process, this
proves Proposition 9.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.2 follows immediately from Proposition 9.5,
Proposition 9.6, and the definition of a pseudo-cycle.
Extension to two hypersurfaces. Now we extend the preceding discussion
to the case of two hypersurfaces.
Definition 9.7. A Donaldson quadruple is a quadruple (J0, Y0, J1, Y1) consist-
ing of two Donaldson pairs (Ji, Yi) satisfying
∠m(Y0, Y1) ≥ ε, ‖J0 − J1‖0 < θ3.
The following is the analogue of Theorem 1.1 in this case.
Theorem 9.8. Let (J0, Y0, J1, Y1) be a Donaldson quadruple on (X,ω) of bide-
gree (D0, D1). Then there exist nonempty sets J
reg
ℓ+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) ⊂
Jℓ+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1), ℓ ≥ 3, such that for any subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , ℓ} with
|I| ≥ ℓmin(D0, D1)/(D0 + D1) ≥ 3 and K ∈ J
reg
|I|+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) the fol-
lowing holds: Let A ∈ H2(X ;Z) be a homology class with ℓi = Diω(A) and
ℓ = ℓ0 + ℓ1. For k ≥ 0 let T be an (k + ℓ)-labelled tree with e(T ) edges such
that every ghost tree contains at most one of the last ℓ marked points. Then the
moduli space MT (A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1) of stable K-holomorphic spheres in the class
A, modelled over T and mapping the middle ℓ0 marked points to Y0 and the last
ℓ1 marked points to Y1, is a smooth manifold of real dimension
dimRMT (A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1) = 2
(
n− 3 + k + c1(A) − e(T )
)
.
Proof. To each integer ℓ ≥ 3 we associate the energy
Eℓ := ℓ/min(D0, D1).
For this energy, let J ∗(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1, Eℓ) ⊂ J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) be the set
of almost complex structures from Definition 8.17, which is open and dense by
Corollary 8.18. Let Jℓ+1 be the set of coherent almost complex structures from
Section 3.
Definition 9.9. We call an open subset B∗ ⊂ J ∗(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1, Eℓ) θ2-
contractible if it is contractible in J ∗(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1, Eℓ) to a point in
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J ∗(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ2, Eℓ). Then we define
Jℓ+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1)
:={K ∈ Jℓ+1 | K(ζ) ∈ J (X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) for all ζ ∈ M¯ℓ+1,
K(ζ)|Y0∪Y1 independent of ζ}
J ∗ℓ+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1)
:={K ∈ Jℓ+1 | K(ζ) ∈ B
∗ for all ζ ∈ M¯ℓ+1,
B∗ ⊂ J ∗(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1, Eℓ) θ2-contractible,
K(ζ)|Y0∪Y1 independent of ζ}.
Note that Jℓ+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) is a Banach manifold, and J ∗ℓ+1(X,Y0 ∪
Y1; J0, θ1) ⊂ Jℓ+1(X,Y0∪Y1; J0, θ1) is open and by Corollary 8.18 and Lemma 8.8.
Now consider a homology class A ∈ H2(X ;Z) with 0 < ω(A) and set
ℓi := Diω(A) = [Yi] ·A, ℓ := ℓ0 + ℓ1.
For k ≥ 0 we denote points in the Deligne-Mumford space M¯k+ℓ0+ℓ1+1 by
z¯ = (z0, . . . , zk, zk+1, . . . , zk+ℓ0 , zk+ℓ0+1, . . . , zk+ℓ0+ℓ1),
so the first components after z0 correspond to k, the middle ones to ℓ0, and the
last ones to ℓ1. Fix a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , ℓ} with
|I| ≥
min(D0, D1)
D0 +D1
ℓ = min(D0, D1)ω(A) ≥ 3,
hence ω(A) ≤ E|I|. Denote by
πI : M¯k+ℓ0+ℓ1+1 → M¯|I|+1
the obvious projection (forgetting the marked points outside the shifted set I+k
and stabilizing). Recall that a k + ℓ0 + ℓ1-labelled tree is called I-stable if it is
still stable after removing the marked points not corresponding to I.
For K ∈ J ∗|I|+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) (as defined above for the energy E|I|) define
the moduli space
Mk+ℓ0+ℓ1(A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1)
:= {(z, f) |zi ∈ S
2 distinct, f : S2 → X, ∂¯π∗
I
Kf = 0, [f ] = A,
f(zi) ∈ Y0 for k + 1 ≤ i ≤ k + ℓ0,
f(zi) ∈ Y1 for k + ℓ0 + 1 ≤ i ≤ k + ℓ0 + ℓ1}/Aut(S
2)
of K-holomorphic spheres in the class A passing at the middle ℓ0 points through
Y0 and at the last ℓ1 points through Y1. More generally, for an I-stable (k +
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ℓ0 + ℓ1)-labelled tree T and K ∈ J ∗|I|+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) consider the moduli
space
MT (A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1) :=
∐
P
Aα=A
MT ({Aα},K;Y0 ∪ Y1)
:= {(z, f) ∈ MT (A,K) | fαi(zi) ∈ Y0 for k + 1 ≤ i ≤ k + ℓ0,
fαi(zi) ∈ Y1 for k + ℓ0 + 1 ≤ i ≤ k + ℓ0 + ℓ1}
of stable maps passing at the middle ℓ0 marked points through Y0 and at the
last ℓ1 points through Y1. Observe that elements of MT (A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1) satisfy
Condition (i) in Definition 5.5 with V := X \ (Y0 ∪ Y1): This follows from
property (a) in Definition 8.17 because K(ζ)|Y0∪Y1 is independent of ζ and
belongs to J ∗(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1, E|I|), and ω(A) ≤ E|I|).
For any J0 ∈ J ∗|I|+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1, E), we apply Corollary 5.9 with Z =
(Y0 ∪Y1)ℓ, V := X \ (Y0 ∪Y1), I = {k+1, . . . , k+ ℓ}, and with Jℓ+1(V ) (the set
of coherent almost complex structures that agree with J0 outside V ) replaced
by its open subset J ∗|I|+1(X,Y0∪Y1; J0, θ1)∩Jℓ+1(V ) according to Remark 5.10.
Then Corollary 5.9 yields a Baire set J reg|I|+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) ⊂ J
∗
|I|+1(X,Y0 ∪
Y1; J0, θ1) such that the following holds: Let K ∈ J
reg
|I|+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1),
A ∈ H2(X ;Z) with ℓ = Dω(A), and T be an I-stable (k + ℓ0 + ℓ1)-labelled
tree satisfying condition (ii) in Definition 5.5 (after removing the first k marked
points). Then the moduli space Mℓ∗T (A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1) is a smooth manifold of
dimension
dimMℓ∗T (A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1)
= 2n− 6 + 2c1(A) + 2(k + ℓ0 + ℓ1)−2e(T )−codimR(Y
ℓ0
0 ×Y
ℓ1
1 )
= 2n− 6 + 2c1(A) + 2k − 2e(T )
= 2d− 2e(T ).
This proves Theorem 9.8.
In particular, applying Theorem 9.8 to the tree T with one vertex (which au-
tomatically satisfies condition (ii) in Definition 5.5), it follows that the moduli
space Mk+ℓ0+ℓ1(A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1) is a smooth manifold of dimension
dimRMk+ℓ0+ℓ1(A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1) = 2n− 6 + 2k + 2c1(A) = 2d.
For Theorem 1.2 (extended to the case of two hypersurfaces), we need to show
that the evaluation map at the first k points
evk :Mk+ℓ0+ℓ1(A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1) 7→ X
k
is a 2d-dimensional pseudocycle. The key to the proof is the following result
which we will apply in the cases I = {k+1, . . . , k+ ℓ0} and I = {k+1, . . . , k+
ℓ0 + ℓ1}.
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Proposition 9.10. For {k + 1, . . . , k + ℓ0} ⊂ I ⊂ {k + 1, . . . , k + ℓ0 + ℓ1} let
K ∈ J ∗|I|+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1), k ≥ 0, 0 < ω(A) and ℓi = Diω(A). Suppose that
a sequence [fν ] ∈Mk+ℓ0+ℓ1(A,K;Y0 ∪Y1) converges in the sense of Gromov to
a stable map [z, f ]. Then the nodal curve z is I-stable.
Proof. Arguing by contradiction, suppose that z is not I-stable. Then there
exists a nonconstant component fα of f whose domain Sα carries at most 2
special points after removing the marked points not belonging to I. According
to condition (3) after Theorem 5.2, f is KπI(z)-holomorphic, where πI is defined
by removing the marked points outside I and then stabilizing. As πI maps Sα
to a point, this means that ∂¯Kαfα = 0 for some Kα ∈ J
∗(X,Y0∪Y1; J0, θ1, E|I|)
(not depending on points on Sα), where E|I| = |I|/min(D0, D1).
By condition (a) in Definition 8.17 (since fα is nonconstant), fα is not contained
in Y0 ∪ Y1, and by condition (b) it intersects Y0 in at least 3 points in the
domain. Thus fα must intersect Y0 at a point that is neither a node nor one
of the middle ℓ0 marked points. By Proposition 7.1, intersections persist under
small perturbations. So the definition of Gromov convergence implies that for
ν sufficiently large, fν intersects Y0 at a point which is not one of the middle
ℓ0 marked points. On the other hand, by Proposition 7.1 each of the middle
ℓ0 marked points contributes at least 1 to the intersection number (since fν :
S2 → X is a smooth K-holomorphic curve with distinct marked points). Hence
we conclude [Y0] · [f
ν ] > ℓ0 = [Y0] ·A, in contradiction to [f
ν ] = A.
Proposition 9.11. For {k + 1, . . . , k + ℓ0} ⊂ I ⊂ {k + 1, . . . , k + ℓ0 + ℓ1}
there exists a Baire set J reg|I|+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) ⊂ J
∗
|I|+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1)
such that for all K ∈ J reg|I|+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) the following holds: Let k ≥ 1,
0 < ω(A), ℓi = Diω(A), and T be an I-stable (k+ℓ0+ℓ1)-labelled tree with more
than one vertex. Then the image under the evaluation map of the moduli space
MT (A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1) in Xk is contained in the image of a manifold of dimension
at most 2d− 2.
Proof. Set ℓ := ℓ0 + ℓ1. If the tree T satisfies condition (ii) in Definition 5.5
(after removing the last ℓ marked points) the conclusion of the proposition
follows from Theorem 9.8 because e(T ) ≥ 1 if T has more than one vertex.
It remains to analyze the case that there is a stable map (z, f) ∈ MT (A,K;Y0∪
Y1) not satisfying condition (ii) in Definition 5.5 after removing the last ℓmarked
points. So there exists a ghost tree T ′ ⊂ T containing more than one of the last
ℓ marked points. On each such maximal ghost tree T ′, remove all but one of
the last ℓ marked points and stabilize. Denote by T¯ the resulting (k+ ℓ¯0 + ℓ¯1)-
labelled tree and by I¯ the set of points on T¯ remaining from I, so T¯ is I¯-stable.
According to Remark 3.8, K induces a coherent almost complex structure K¯ on
π−1(M¯T¯ ) depending only on z0 and points in I¯. The resulting K¯-holomorphic
stable map (z¯, f¯ ) modelled over T¯ satisfies both conditions of Definition 5.5 after
removing the last ℓ¯ marked points, where ℓ¯ := ℓ¯0+ ℓ¯1. Moreover, it has the same
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image as (z, f) and represents the same homology class A. Now we distinguish
two cases.
Case 1: T¯ has more than one vertex. Then by Theorem 9.8, (z¯, f¯) belongs to a
moduli space of dimension 2d− e(T¯ ) ≤ 2d− 2.
Case 2: T¯ has only one vertex. Then (z¯, f¯) belongs to the moduli space
Mk+ℓ¯0+ℓ¯1(A, K¯;Y0 ∪ Y1) of smooth π
∗
I¯
K¯-holomorphic maps S2 → X in the
class A mapping the middle ℓ¯0 marked points to Y0 and the last ℓ¯1 ones to Y1,
where K¯ ∈ J ∗|I|+1(X,Y0∪Y1; J0, θ1) is the almost complex structure induced by
K. Now recall that (z, f) had at least two of the last ℓ marked points on the
same ghost tree. There are three subcases.
Case 2a: (z, f) had two of the middle ℓ0 marked points on the same ghost tree.
Then Lemma 7.2 shows that f¯ has local intersection number with Y0 at least 2
at the marked point at which this ghost tree was attached, say at z¯k+1. Hence
by Proposition 7.1 f¯ actually belongs to the moduli space
Mk+ℓ¯0+ℓ¯1(A, K¯; {Y0, 1}, {Y0, 0}, . . . , {Y1, 0}) ⊂Mk+ℓ¯0+ℓ¯1(A, K¯;Y0 ∪ Y1)
of those maps that are tangent to Y0 of order 1 at z¯k+1. By Corollary 3.7 we
may assume that K¯ belongs to the Baire set J reg
|I¯|+1
(V ; {Y0, . . . , Y1}) in Propo-
sition 6.10 with V := X \ (Y0 ∪ Y1). Then by Proposition 6.10,
Mk+ℓ¯0+ℓ¯1(A, K¯; {Y0, 1}, {Y0, 0}, . . . , {Y1, 0}) is a smooth manifold of dimension
2d− 2.
Case 2b: (z, f) had two of the last ℓ1 marked points on the same ghost tree.
This is analogous to Case 2a.
Case 2c: (z, f) had one of the middle ℓ0 and one of the last ℓ1 marked points
on the same ghost tree. Then f¯ maps the marked point at which this ghost
tree was attached, say z¯k+1, to Y0 ∩Y1. Hence f¯ actually belongs to the moduli
space
Mk+ℓ¯0+ℓ¯1(A,K;Y0 ∩ Y1, Y0, . . . , Y1) ⊂Mk+ℓ¯0+ℓ¯1(A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1)
of those maps that map z¯k+1 to Y0∩Y1. Again by Corollary 3.7 we may assume
that K¯ belongs to the Baire set J reg|I|+1(V ; {Y0 ∩ Y1, Y0, . . . , Y1}) in Proposi-
tion 6.10. Then by Proposition 6.10, Mk+ℓ¯0+ℓ¯1(A,K;Y0 ∩ Y1, Y0, . . . , Y1) is a
smooth manifold of dimension 2d− 2.
This shows that the image of each stable curve in a moduli spaceMT (A,K;Y0∪
Y1) with |T | > 1 is contained in the image of some moduli space of dimension
at most 2d− 2. Since only finitely many moduli spaces appear in this process,
this proves Proposition 9.11.
Proposition 9.10, Proposition 9.11, and the definition of a pseudo-cycle imme-
diately imply the following version of Theorem 1.2 for two hypersurfaces.
Theorem 9.12. In the notation of Theorem 9.8, for every k ≥ 1 the evaluation
map at the first k points
evk :Mk+ℓ0+ℓ1(A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1) 7→ X
k
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represents a pseudocycle of dimension
2d := 2
(
n− 3 + k + c1(A)
)
.
10 Independence of the auxiliary data
In this section we prove that different choices of the auxiliary data (Y, J ;K),
where (J, Y ) is a Donaldson pair and K ∈ J regℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1), give rise to rational
pseudo-cycles which are rationally cobordant.
Throughout this section we fix the following data:
• a symplectic manifold (X,ω) with integral class [ω];
• a homology class A ∈ H2(X ;Z) with 0 < ω(A);
• an integer k ≥ 1;
• a constant ε > 0 and constants 0 < θ3 < θ2 < θ1 < θ0 < 1 as in Lemma 8.8
and Lemma 8.7 (b);
• a closed 1-form α representing the first Chern class of X .
As in the previous section, by a Donaldson pair we understand a pair (J, Y ),
where
• J is an ω-compatible almost complex structure on X ;
• Y ⊂ X is a hypersurface whose Ka¨hler angle with respect to (ω, J) satisfies
θ(Y ;ω, J) < θ3 and such that [Y ] = D[ω] with D ≥ D∗(X,ω, J), where
D∗(X,ω, J) is the constant defined in Section 9.
We always set ℓ := Dω(A). Theorem 1.2 assigns to each Donaldson pair (J, Y )
and domain-dependent perturbation K ∈ J regℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) in the Baire set of
Theorem 1.1 a pseudo-cycle
evk(J, Y ;K) :Mk+ℓ(A,K;Y )→ X
k.
We first prove independence of the perturbation K.
Proposition 10.1. For a Donaldson pair (J, Y ) andK0,K1 ∈ J
reg
ℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1),
the pseudo-cycles
evki (J, Y ;Ki) :Mk+ℓ(A,Ki;Y )→ X
k, i = 0, 1
are cobordant.
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Proof. Note that we can connectK0,K1 by a smooth pathKt in J ∗ℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1).
Indeed, by the θ2-contractibility condition in Definition 9.4 we can connect
the Ki in J ∗ℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1) to domain-independent almost complex structures
K∗i ∈ J
∗(X,Y ; J, θ2, E), and by Corollary 8.14 we can connect K
∗
0 and K
∗
1 by
a path in J ∗(X,Y ; J, θ1, E). Now the proof works exactly as in [20], repeating
the arguments in Section 9 for a generic path Kt in J ∗ℓ+1(X,Y ; J, θ1).
As in the previous section, we denote by Donaldson quadruple a quadruple
(J0, Y0, J1, Y1) consisting of two Donaldson pairs (Ji, Yi) such that Y0, Y1 are
ε-transverse and ‖J0 − J1‖0 < θ3. Theorem 9.12 associates a pseudo-cycle
evk(J0, Y0, J1, Y1;K) :Mk+ℓ0+ℓ1(A,K;Y0 ∪ Y1)→ X
k
to each Donaldson quadruple (J0, Y0, J1, Y1) and domain-dependent perturba-
tion K ∈ J regℓ0+ℓ1+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) in the Baire set of Theorem 9.8 with
ℓi := Diω(A). Again, this pseudo-cycle does not depend on the perturbation
K:
Proposition 10.2. For a Donaldson quadruple (J0, Y0, J1, Y1) and K0,K1 ∈
J regℓ0+ℓ1+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1), the pseudo-cycles
evki (J0, Y0, J1, Y1;Ki) :Mk+ℓ0+ℓ1(A,Ki;Y0 ∪ Y1)→ X
k, i = 0, 1
are cobordant.
Proof. As in the previous proof, by Definition 9.9 and Corollary 8.18 we can
connect K0,K1 by a smooth path Kt in J ∗ℓ0+ℓ1+1(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ0) and the
proof works as in [20], repeating the arguments in Section 9 for a generic path
Kt.
In view of Propositions 10.1 and 10.2, we can drop the perturbation K from our
notation and denote by evk(J, Y ) resp. evk(J0, Y0, J1, Y1) the induced rational
cobordism classes of pseudo-cycles.
The following result relates the rational pseudo-cycle associated to a Donaldson
quadruple (J0, Y0, J1, Y1) to those associated to the Donaldson pairs (Ji, Yi).
Proposition 10.3. For each Donaldson quadruple (J0, Y0, J1, Y1) there exist
rational cobordisms
1
ℓ0!
evk(J0, Y0) ∼
1
ℓ0!ℓ1!
evk(J0, Y0, J1, Y1) ∼
1
ℓ1!
evk(J1, Y1).
Proof. We prove the first equivalence, the second one being analogous. Pick
a perturbation K0 ∈ J
reg
ℓ0+1
(X,Y0 ∪ Y1; J0, θ1) in the Baire set of Theorem 9.8
depending only on the middle ℓ0 marked points. (This corresponds to taking
the index set I = {1, . . . , ℓ0} in Theorem 9.8). Then in particular we have
K0 ∈ J
reg
ℓ0+1
(X,Y0; J0, θ1), and its pullback under the projection πℓ0 forgetting
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the last ℓ1 points satisfies π
∗
ℓ0
K0 ∈ J
reg
ℓ0+ℓ1+1
(X,Y0∪Y1; J0, θ1). Thus πℓ0 induces
a commutative diagram of pseudo-cycles
Mk+ℓ0+ℓ1(A, π
∗
ℓ0
K0;Y0 ∪ Y1)
evk
−−−−→ Xkyπℓ0
y1l
Mk+ℓ0(A,K0;Y0)
evk
−−−−→ Xk.
Now note that the moduli space Mk+ℓ0+ℓ1(A, π
∗
ℓ0
K0;Y0 ∪ Y1) is obtained from
Mk+ℓ0(A,K0;Y0) by simply adding the ℓ1 intersection points with Y1 as ad-
ditional marked points. (All these intersection points are distinct in the top
stratum because any coincidence leads to a tangency to Y1 and thus to a codi-
mension 2 stratum). Hence the map
πℓ0 :Mk+ℓ0+ℓ1(A, π
∗
ℓ0K0;Y0 ∪ Y1)→Mk+ℓ0(A,K0;Y0)
is a covering map of degree ℓ1! and preceding commutative diagram yields the
equality as currents
evk(J0, Y0;K0) ∼
1
ℓ1!
evk(J0, Y0, J1, Y1;π
∗
ℓ0K0).
In view of Propositions 10.1 and 10.2, this proves the first equivalence and hence
Proposition 10.3.
The final ingredient is invariance under homotopies of Donaldson pairs.
Proposition 10.4. Let (Jt, Yt)t∈[0,1] be a smooth family of Donaldson pairs.
Suppose that Yt = φt(Y0) for a smooth family of symplectomorphisms φt with
φ0 = 1l. Then we have a rational cobordism of pseudo-cycles
evk(J0, Y0) ∼ ev
k(J1, Y1).
Proof. After cutting the interval [0, 1] into smaller ones we may assume without
loss of generality that ‖J0 − J1‖ is arbitrarily small and φ := φ1 is arbitrarily
C1-close to the identity. Then ‖φ∗J0 − J1‖ will also be arbitrarily small.
Let D be the degree of the Yt and ℓ := Dω(A). Pick K0 ∈ J
reg
ℓ+1(X,Y0; J0, θ1/2),
so φ∗K0 ∈ J
reg
ℓ+1(X,Y1;φ∗J0, θ1/2). For ‖φ∗J0 − J1‖ sufficiently small this im-
plies φ∗K0 ∈ J
reg
ℓ+1(X,Y1; J1, θ1). Composition with φ induces a commutative
diagram of pseudo-cycles
Mk+ℓ(A,K0;Y0)
evk
−−−−→ Xk
∼=
yφ
yφk
Mk+ℓ(A, φ∗K0;Y1)
evk
−−−−→ Xk.
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Since φ is smoothly homotopic to the identity, this implies the following rational
cobordisms of pseudo-cycles:
evk(J0, Y0;K0) ∼ φ
k ◦ evk(J0, Y0;K0) ∼ ev
k(J1, Y1;φ∗K0).
In view of Proposition 10.1, this proves Proposition 10.4.
Remark 10.5. Proposition 10.4 can also be proved, without using the symplectic
isotopy φt, by considering the moduli space ∪t∈[0,1]Mk+ℓ(A,Kt;Yt) for a generic
family (Kt)t∈[0,1].
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let (Ji, Yi), i = 0, 1 be Donaldson pairs of degrees Di
and set ℓi := Diω(A). Since θ(Yi;ω, Ji) < θ3, Lemma 8.5 (c) provides com-
patible almost complex structures J¯i preserving TYi with ‖J¯i − Ji‖ < θ3. By
the (Stabilization) statement in Theorem 8.1, for each sufficiently large integer
D¯ we find hypersurfaces Y¯i of degree D¯ such that (Ji, Yi, J¯i, Y¯i) are Donaldson
quadruples for i = 0, 1. Set ℓ¯ := D¯ω(A). Connect J¯0 and J¯1 by a smooth path
of compatible almost complex structures J¯t. By the (Uniqueness) statement in
Theorem 8.1, for D¯ sufficiently large there exist smooth paths of hypersurfaces
Y¯t and symplectomorphisms φt with φ0 = 1l such that the (J¯t, Y¯t) are Donaldson
pairs and Y¯t = φt(Y¯0) for all t ∈ [0, 1]. Now Propositions 10.3 and 10.4 yield
the following rational cobordisms of rational pseudo-cycles:
1
ℓ0!
evk(J0, Y0) ∼
1
ℓ¯!
evk(J¯0, Y¯0) ∼
1
ℓ¯!
evk(J¯1, Y¯1) ∼
1
ℓ1!
evk(J1, Y1).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
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